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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
ANALYSIS OF THE ARMPS DATABASE USING FLAC3D; A PILLAR STABILITY
COMPARISON FOR ROOM AND PILLAR COAL MINES DURING
DEVELOPMENT
Designing a safe and economical mining activity is the main goal of every mine design
engineer. With the rise of computer modeling in mine design there is a need for a
standardized method to use geologic characterization of rocks in engineering design. In
this research, first a review of empirical methods will be conducted and after that a
step-by-step method is presented to adequately use FLAC3D, for development pillars,
in room and pillar mine in development stage. ARMPS database is used to evaluate
the FLAC3D model results. ARMPS database consists of 645 case study in room and
pillar mines. 170 of them are mines in development phase. In this research all 170 cases
will be analyzed in FLAC3D v4.0 and the results will be compared to actual success
and failure from the database. Also, the stability factor found from FLAC3D will be
compared to ARMPS. Finally, it is tried to calibrate FLAC3D stability factor so it can
be used in room and pillar design.
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Chapter1
INTRODUCTION
“A man who stands for nothing will fall for
anything.“
—Malcolm X
Modeling is a useful tool for engineering design and analysis. The basic definition of
modeling in engineering is the process of predicting the behavior of natural systems by
appropriate simplification. In engineering, empirical and numerical modeling is used to
design or to understand natural phenomena. The term empirical refers to the gathering
of data using only evidence that is observable by the senses or using calibrated scientific
instruments. The goal of empirical research is to formulate observable data and test
theories and create a system of equations or model that can be used to predict the be-
havior of a system. These empirical models are actually just a statistical representative
of data that is gathered from experiments and case studies. This data can be shown in
mathematical formula or tabular format.
Empirical models are used worldwide to design room and pillar mines. In most of these
empirical models, it is assumed that the medium is continuous and homogenous. These
assumptions will successfully approximate the statistical behavior of the microscopically
complicated room and pillar mines and using these assumptions, empirical models will
predict the probability of pillar failure. One of the main features of these models is that
they are easy to use and do not need a lot of computing power.
Unlike empirical models, most numerical models need a lot of computing power. With
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the exponential growth in computing power, the use of numerical modeling is growing
dramatically in many branches of science. The object of numerical modeling is not nec-
essarily to produce an exact copy of a system, but to replicate certain features that are
important. Due to approximations and simplifications made before creating a model, it
is obvious that the model is not perfect and cannot fully replace the original system. For
example in all coal pillar structures there small cracks that cannot be fully incorporated
in the numerical model. Approximation and simplification will cause the model to be
invalid in some conditions and imprecise in others. Therefore, by choosing an area of
study, a particular choice of physical parameters, initial conditions and boundary con-
ditions are needed to successfully simulate the original systems behavior.
Simulating rock behavior in large systems like a mine or a tunnel is usually hard to
achieve due to their scale, complex material properties and inadequate data. Therefore,
study of fundamental properties and behavior of rock using numerical modeling is prac-
ticed more often.
Study of fundamental models usually starts with basic physical assumptions.A series of
detailed tests are conducted in a controlled environment to evaluate the fundamental
model. These tests are usually performed in an isolated process or interaction because
detailed measurement is needed to adequately simulate the model.
But the main problem is that such tests are limited in scope. Due to the need of de-
tailed measurement it is not always feasible to perform a large scale experiment and even
sometimes large scale tests are not possible. For example, developing a decent numerical
model of a small coal samples will provide information on the physical properties and
behavior of coal under certain loading conditions in a laboratory, but these properties
will not represent the reactions of a pillar under the same load. Due to various disconti-
nuities suck as cracks, cleat and bedding planes, the coal strength cannot be represented
by a small specimen. In other word, models from small scale samples cannot be easily
scaled into larger models. Still fundamental models can provide constants or offer useful
information in more general less detailed models.
2
1.1 Background
In the case of room and pillar retreat mining, designing a safe and economical mining
activity is the main goal of every mine design engineer. Both empirical and numerical
models are used to achieve this goal.
The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) developed a com-
puter program to aid the design of room and pillar mines in U.S. underground coal
field operations. The ARMPS1 program Mark and Chase (1997), which is an empirical
modeling program is commonly used in U.S. coal mine design. Using its large database
and user-friendly graphic user interface, ARMPS is universally accepted as an accu-
rate, reliable, fast, and easy to use program for most typical coal mines. The ARMPS
program estimates the load on the pillar based on depth of cover and calculates pillar
ultimate strength using pillar geometry and Mark-Bieniawski pillar strength formula. In
the end it compares the stability factor to its recommended value. ARMPS program is
calibrated using a large database of pillar success and failure results. The latest ARMPS
database has 645 case histories NIOSH (2010).
On the other hand, there are numerical modeling programs that are being used in room
and pillar mine design. One of the general purpose numerical modeling programs suit-
able for rock mechanics is FLAC3D software. This program is widely used to model
specific issues in mines.
1.2 Statement of problem
It is true that to solve a simple physics problem no detailed knowledge of atoms and
nuclei is needed. But the empirical model used in ARMPS program are faulted for its
lack of scientific explanation of all the factors that have impact on pillar stability and
over simplification. Also, due to their nature, they are limited and inflexible when facing
certain situations. In other words, we sacrifice understanding for simplicity. ARMPS,
which is the most popular program for room and pillar design in the U.S., cannot be
used for detail analysis of complex mines. Its not flexible enough to address various
1 Analysis of Retreat Mining Pillar Stability
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other parameters like dynamic-load, joint systems, creeping, influence of water, etc. An
ARMPS model defines ranges within which the pillar is expected to hold. In other
words, ARMPS is not clear about the probabilities of pillars and their behavior in cer-
tain conditions.
On the other hand, although numerical modeling does not face the same limitations of
empirical models, developing a numerical model requires a lot of time. Usually there
are so many steps in numerical modeling design, as compared to easy-to-use and fast
empirical modeling tools. A designer has to take care of so many more modeling pa-
rameters in numerical modeling and in the end, after tweaking with these parameters
and calibrating the model using site measurements, each design is site specific and it is
not recommended to be used for another mine or even different parts of the same mine.
Starfield and Cundall (1988) introduced a methodology for rock mechanics modeling.
They divided problems into four general catagories based on quality and/or quantity of
available data and the understanding of the problem (Fig. 1.1). In region 1 there are
good data but little understanding; this is where statistics is the appropriate modelling
tool. In region 3 one has both the data and the understanding; this is where models can
be built, validated and used with conviction. Regions 2 and 4 relate to problems that
are data-limited in the sense that the relevant data are unavailable or cannot easily be
obtained. Rock mechanics models fall into the class of ”data-limited problems”, cate-
gories 2 or 4 and require a more experimental use of models.
Figure 1.1: Classification of modeling problems Starfield and Cundall (1988)
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Therefore, there is a need for a standard and calibrated numerical modeling guideline
for room and pillar mine design so that simple calibrated numerical models can be used
as a foundation for more complicated models. Also, standard and calibrated numerical
models can improve numerical model development time.
1.3 Research objective
The main goal of this study is to improve mine safety by creating a general numerical
modeling guideline for room and pillar mine design. A program has been developed to
generate FLAC3D code using a simple graphic user interface. The generated code, which
includes mine geometry, boundary conditions, and material properties will be ready for
use in the FLAC3D program. The user/designer will be able to evaluate the results of
the calibrated FLAC3D model with the recommended values, which is evaluated using
170 case studies in ARMPS 2010 database.
The researcher believes that eliminating in-situ measurement and calibration is almost
impossible and not recommended. But, a standard FLAC3D numerical model will help
all the researchers in the area of coal room and pillar mining to share their work in more
cohesive manner. Also, eliminating the time consuming part of creating a model will
help researcher and designer spend more time solving problems.
1.4 Approach
The approaches taken in this study are described below.
• A comprehensive literature review has been done to understand the room and
pillar mine design improvements throughout time.
• The most important source of information used in this study is obtained from
ARMPS 2010 case history database. This database does provides a total of 645
case histories but, only the 170 of these cases with development stage mining
condition are used in this research.
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• To better understand the calibrating procedure and modeling conditions and as-
sumptions, the ARMPS 2010 empirical program has been reviewed.
• A basic FLAC3D code has been developed as a template. After that, using MAT-
LAB programming has been used to manipulate this template to generate more
complex models.
• Each one of 170 case histories in ARMPS database has been converted to FLAC3D
code and solved in FLAC3D program and stability factors results have been com-
pared with both actual fail/success values and ARMPS stability factor.
• The effect of design parameters like geometry size, mesh type, mesh density, mate-
rial model type, boundary conditions and initial conditions, has been investigated.
• Finally the results has been summarized as a simple guideline for future use.
1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of six chapters.
In the first chapter, statements of the problem, research objective and approach are
discussed.
Chapter 2 presents the literature review on pillar design using conventional methods
Chapter 3 aims to investigate the procedure of one of the most respected empirical mod-
eling programs in the coal mining room and pillar design area .
Chapter 4 presents the numerical simulation of pillars using FLAC3D program and dis-
cusses the effect of different parameters. The results obtained from FLAC3D pillars is
used as guideline for models used for calibration.
Chapter 5 describes the calibration process and recommends a factor of safety to be
used for room and pillar design.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of this research work and makes recommendations
for future works.
Effect of Coal Roof/Floor
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Chapter2
EMPIRICAL COAL PILLAR DESIGN
“Those who do not remember the past are
condemned to repeat it.“
—George Santayana
Room and pillar mining is a method in which mined material is extracted across a
horizontal plane, creating horizontal arrays of rooms and pillars. This technique is
usually used for relatively flat-lying deposits, such as coal, that follows a particular
stratum (Hustrulid et al., 2001). During the development phase, pillars are untouched
and left to support the overburden and open areas underground. If possible, these pillars
are later extracted using the retreat mining method. In a typical coal room and pillar
mine, there are two types of pillar: panel pillars and barrier pillars.
Panel pillars are the row of rectangular or square pillar in the mining panel and Barrier
pillars are solid coal blocks dividing panel areas so that mining activity in the isolated
panel does not effect other panels and barrier pillar, prevents a major pillar collapse.
In this research, the main focus is on designing panel pillars during development phase.
Therefore, from this point the terminology ”pillar” refers to a panel pillar.
Pillar design procedure can be divided into three areas: (1) Estimating the load on a
pillar; (2) Determining pillar load bearing capacity; and (3) Suggesting a pillar stability
factor.This chapter reviews literature on topics closely related to coal pillar design.
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2.1 Strength of Coal Pillars
For most engineered materials, such as steel and concrete, analytical equations exist
to predict the strength of structures under load. On the contrary, due to the non-
homogeneous material properties of coal, the prediction of coal pillar behavior is mostly
based on empirical methods. Pillar strength is the maximum resistance of a pillar under
axial compression. The compressive strength of coal is one of the most challenging prop-
erties to investigate. In this section, a comprehensive review on the work of researchers
who related size and width of coal specimens to its compressive strength, is presented.
Bauschiger (1876) conducted the first studies on effect of geometry on rock strength.
Bauschiger performed crushing-strength tests on Swiss sandstone samples. Based on
the results, he suggests crushing-strength (Sc) follows empirical relation:
Sc =
√√
A
u
4
(a+ b
√
A
h
, ) (2.1)
where Sc is crushing strength per unit area, A is cross-sectional area, U is cross-sectional
perimeter, H is the height of the specimen, and a and b are empirical constants.
Bauschiger suggests Eq. 2.1 holds for all cross-sectional shapes. Specializing Eq. 2.1
to rectangular cross-section gives:
Sc = 5500 + 1565
W
H
, (2.2)
where Sc is crushing-strength in pounds per square inch, W is the least lateral dimension,
and H is the specimen height
Johnson (1897) finds a relation between the strength of rectangular prismatic and cube
specimens of sandstone. Johnson suggests the relation between rectangular prism and
cubic specimens to be :
Sp = Scube(0.778 + 0.222
W
H
) (2.3)
where Sp is the strength of rectangular prism, Scube is the the strength of cube, W is
the least lateral dimension, and H is the height of the specimen. Later, based on results
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from crushing test data1 of more than 400 anthracite coal specimens with cubic and
rectangular prism shapes, with the width to height ratios between ( 0.48 ≤ WH ≤ 1.40 )
Bunting (1911) suggested a new relation. Bunting suggests the relation between Sp and
Scube coal specimens to be:
Sp = Scube(0.70 + 0.30
W
H
) (2.4)
Also in his paper, Bunting used 6 pillar squeezes case studies to develop a tabular
pillar design guideline with stability factor of 2.5 which was the first proposed empirical
method for coal pillar design.
Figure 2.1: Recommended pillar width (b1), pillar height (thickness of vein) for
different depth bellow surface Bunting (1911)
1tests were performed by R.C Carpenter (1901) and Daniels and Moore (1907)
9
Figure 2.2: Relation between the crushing-strength and width and height of coal
samples Bunting (1911).
Griffith and Conner (1912) also determined that the strength of hard coal is not constant
when only specimen height H is changing. Griffith and Conner suggested the strength
Sp and specimen height relation to be:
Sp α
1√
H
, (2.5)
Before Greenwald et al. (1939), it was assumed that small scale laboratory test can
be linearly scaled to estimate coal pillar strength. Greenwald et al. (1939), as part
of Bureau of Mine investigation of strength and failures of underground structures,
performed direct experiment on 7 small pillars at Bruceton, Pa. and proposed equation
2.6 in which k was a constant value of 695(psi).
Sp = k
√
W
H
(2.6)
Holland and Gaddy (1957) investigated the effect of size on strength of cubical coal
specimens. Holland and Gaddy suggested the relation between the strength of cube
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Figure 2.3: Pillar 4 after failure (coal untouched) Greenwald et al. (1939)
specimen (Scube) and its width (W ) to be:
Scube =
k√
W
, (2.7)
where k is a coefficient depending upon characteristic of coal. Later, Evans et al. (1961)
showed that equations S = kW−0.32 (Deep Duffryn Coal) and S = kW−0.17 (Barnsley
Hards Coal) best fit to their tests. Therefore, Evans et al. suggested to divided specimens
into three categories, specimen with no flaws, specimen with many small flaws, and
specimens with large visible cracks. He suggested cubical coal strength Scube to be:
Scube = kW
−n (2.8)
where k is a coefficient depending upon characteristic of coal, and n is coefficient de-
pending upon the amount of flaws in the specimen.
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
n = 0 No flaws
0 < n < 0.5 Many small flaws
n = 0.5 Relatively large crack
Holland (1964) suggested to use Eq. 2.9 when W
/
H ratio is less than 10 and rec-
ommended to use a stability factor between 1.8 and 2.2 based on the importance and
standing time of the mining area.
Sp = Scube
√
W
H
(2.9)
The first report of a coal-pillar collapse in South Africa was in 1904 at the Witbank
Colliery. Between 1904 and 1965, there were 50 pillar collapses as reported by Salamon
and Munro. After Coalbrook disaster at 1964, Salamon and Munro (1967) proposed
Eq. 2.10 to approximate the strength of coal pillars in South Africa. Based on collected
data from 125 cases of room and pillar mining of both stable and unstable areas, Salamon
and Munro calibrated their proposed equation and solved for k, α and β empirical
constants. They suggested the uses of k = 7.176 (MPa),α = −0.66 and β = 0.46 and
showed that 99% of failures occur in stability factors less than 1.5.
Sp = kH
αW β (2.10)
31 pillar collapses have been recorded between 1966 to 1988 in Australia using Salamon
and Munro equation (Madden, 1991). Therefore, after series of mine design accidents in
the late 1980s in Australia, a database of both failed and stable Australian underground
coal mine pillar case studies was compiled and combined with South Africa’s database.
The new database was analyzed statistically using the maximum likelihood method also
used by Salamon and Munro (1967). The combined database was best fit using equation
2.10 with the use of new empirical constant values of k = 6.88,α = −0.7 and β = 0.5
Galvin et al. (1999).
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Bieniawski (1968) performed detailed, in situ large scale tests on coal specimens. The
cross-section of samples were up to 5 by 5 feet. These test were perform in situ because
Bieniawski believed that by removing the coal from the mine site, the sample will dete-
riorate because of temperature and humidity change. He suggested Eq. 2.11 to be used
for pillar design.
Sp = 400 + 220
W
H
(2.11)
Later, Bieniawski had a detailed study on room and pillar mining method in the U.S.,
which at that time was used in about 90% of underground coal mine Bieniawski (1983).
With the use of 200 surveyed case studies during 3 years, Bieniawski proposed an im-
proved empirical equation (2.12) for room and pillar coal mining in United States .
Sp = Scube(0.64 + 0.36
W
H
) (2.12)
Bieniawski’s equation (Eq. 2.12) was limited to square pillars only. Therefore, Mark
and Chase (1997) introduced a new equation with the lunch of the ARMPS software for
pillar design. The new improved equation (Eq. 2.13) was named Mark-Bieniawski pillar
strength equation and is still being used in the U.S and worldwide.
Sp = Sc[(0.64 + (0.54
W
H
)− (0.18W
2
HL
))] (2.13)
where: Sp is pillar strength; Sc is in situ coal strength; H is pillar height; W is pillar
width; and L is pillar length.
2.2 Determining load on pillar
The excavation of coal structure alters the load distribution and initial stress state of
the surrounding rock and coal. Therefore, determining, the new load on remaining coal
pillar is essential for mine safety evaluation. During the years since the introduction
of the first empirical pillar model by Bunting (1911), determination of stress on pillar
hasn’t changed a lot. The assumptions used to estimate load on pillar is by Bunting
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Figure 2.4: Conceptual depiction of the Mark-Bieniawski pillar strength formula.Mark
and Chase (1997)
was that stress is equally distributed in pillars, the geostatic vertical load is divided by
pillar area. Loading condition will change by different mining activities in room and
pillar mining Fig. 2.5. Mark and Chase (1997) suggest the following categorization for
room and pillar mining:
1. Development load: when only cross-cuts and entries are mined out the there is no
adjacent mine-out areas.
2. One active retreat section : when the front panel is being fully retreated and there
is no adjacent mine-out areas.
3. Active retreat with one section gob: when the front panel is being fully retreated
and there is one adjacent mine-out areas.
4. Active retreat section with two side gobs: when the pillar is surrounded by gob on
three sides.
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Figure 2.5: Loading conditions in ARMPS (NIOSH, 2010)
2.2.1 Tributary Area
To estimate pillar stress during development stage, the tributary area method can be
used if pillars are in a regular pattern and pillar dimensions are similar. Tributary
area assumes that the overburden weight is equally distributed among the pillars and
the block of overburden load above pillar is separated completely from the rest of the
overburden. Tributary area does not consider the presence of barrier pillars or solid
abutments pillars that can reduce the average pillar stress. There are conditions where
the tributary area method cannot be used by hand calculation, such as irregular pillars,
limited extent of mining or variable depth of cover. Numerical models can be used to
estimate the average pillar stress. Hill et al. (2008) shows that tributary area over-
estimates load on pillars in Australia coal mines with the depth between (984 - 1640 ft)
because tributary area does not contemplate the rock characteristics in the overburden
strata.
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According to tributary area approach, each individual pillar will carry the weight of
overburden above it. In a room and pillar setup, after the entries has been excavated,
the pillar will carry the weight above it and half the width of entries on each side of the
pillar (Fig. 2.6). Based on this concept the development load can be calculated using
Eq. 2.14 Peng (2008).
σa =
Load on Pillar
P illar Cross−section Area
=
γH(W +We)(L+Wc)
WL
(2.14)
in which σa = pillar development stress; γ = average overburden density; H = overbur-
den height; Wp = pillar width; Lp = pillar length; Wc = crosscut width; We = entry
width.
Figure 2.6: Load on pillar without barrier pillar and completely separated from over-
burden
Oravecz (1977) investigated the the validity of tributary area in shallow mines by com-
paring the in-situ measurement of pillar stress (σpillar) and estimated pillar stress σm.
He found that tributary area overestimates the load about 10% on the development
pillars located in the middle of the pannel. (Fig. 2.7).
2.2.2 Pressure Arch for deep pillars
Assumptions in tributary area does not accuratly determine load on pillars in relatively
deep mines. There are many examples of deep mines with over 2,000 ft of cover that
16
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6.4. Evaluation of the results 
Before the elastic model is accepted as being gener- 
ally suitable for the representation of stress and dis- 
placement distributions around bord and pillar work- 
ings, some of the more important salient points, evident 
when the derived and measured displacements are stud- 
ied together and relevance to the analogue method of 
solution must be emphasized. 
(1) The analogue solution is based on the assumption 
that the medium is homogeneous; that is, in practice, 
only the average material properties can be represented. 
Variations from the average conditions would thus 
appear as discrepancies between measured and pre- 
dicted displacements. 
TABLE 3. SUMMARY OF DATA--No. 
(2) As with the properties of the material, the geo- 
metry of workings has to be also represented by aver- 
age dimensions, as the available size of the analogue 
does not allow exact reproduction of irregularities in 
the plane of workings. In addition, variations in other 
dimensions such as depth of cover, height of workings, 
and of the seam and changes in floor elevations charac- 
terise normal mining operations. Although the effects 
of these factors are small within a relatively small test 
site, they certainly affect the final quality of fit between 
theory and the real situation. 
(3) When only a limited portion of a seam is 
extracted the proposed model does not represent fully 
the actual situation. In the model, it is assumed that 
5 SEAM WORKINGS, COLLIERY A 
Mining geometry 
Average depth to mid-seam 
Seam height 
Bord centre distance 
Pillar width 
Bord width 
Extraction 
No. of pillars in panel 
Panel width 
Analogue parameters 
Resistance representing seam 
Unit resistance of analogue 
No. of nodes per pillar 
No. of nodes per bord 
Extraction modelled 
Elastic modulus of seam 
Elastic modulus of strata 
Modulus ratio 
Poisson's ratio 
Variance of fit 
Derived load distribution 
Gradient of primitive stress 
Cover load 
Modified cover load 
Average load on pillar F 
Average load on pillar E 
Average load on pillar D 
Average load on pillar C 
Average load on pillar B 
Load reduction at centre of panel 
H 40.3m 
h 1.5m 
C = 2L 10.7m 
w 5.2m 
B = 21 5.5m 
e 76.4% 
n 16 
S 176.2 
r 400 
R 1000 f] 
2 
2 
75% 
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Figure 2.7: Derived load distribution across panel Oravecz (1977)
have yield pillars that clearly does not carry all the load above it. Therefore, in deep
mines design, the use of Pressure Arch loading (Fig. 2.8) is widespread.
According to Mark (2010) the phenomenon was first observed in coal mines in the UK
during the 1940s, and subsequently popularized in the U.S. by Professor C.T. Holland
in 1973. According to Holland (1973), After the pressure arch is created in relatively
deep mines, the load above the arch will be transferred to abutment or barrier pillars,
and development pillars only carry the load of the pressure arch.
Mark (2010) also found that logarithmic model works best in determining arch factorFpa.
Arch Factor is an mpirical constant value multiplied by the calculated tributary area
load to reduce the load to a more realistic level for deep cover mines. Pressure arch is
suggested to be used in mines which depth of cover (D) is larger that panel width (Pw).
Fpa = 1− 0.28[ln(
H
Pw
)] (2.15)
The formation of a pressure arch underground can usually be detected by finding sliding
of bedding planes within the pillar or at the roof and shows that the pillars may have
undergone significant vertical deformations without losing load bearing capacity.
Esterhuizen and Mark (2009) showed using a FLAC model, that development of pressure
arch depends mostly on (1) Overburden properties ; and (2) Mining geometry using a
FLAC model. They also found that in case of thick, strong, massive rock layers, narrower
panels and deeper cover assist the formation of a pressure arch.
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Figure 2.8: Tributary area (left) and Pressure Arch (right) determination illustration
Mark (2010)
2.2.3 Load distribution
It is well known that load distribution on pillars is not uniform. Hoek (1981) calculated
stress around an opening in a homogeneous, linearly elastic material under plane strain
and gave an estimate of stress distribution in pillars. A typical solution for square and
rectangular openings can be found in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10.
Although it can be argued that the boundary conditions is over simplified, Darling (1992)
shows how these computed stress distributions can be used in pillar design.
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Fig. 18.1.5. Principal stress trajectories (LHS) and contours (RHS)
of the ratio of major principal stress to applied stress (solid line)
and minor principal stress to applied stress (dotted line) for (a) a
rectangular and (b) a square opening in an infinite medium subject
to a uniform stress field (using Bray and Hocking’s two-dimensional
boundary element analysis, in Hoek and Brown, 1981).
Fig. 18.1.6. (a) Contours of major (solid line) and minor (dotted line)
principal stress around two rooms of dimension a separated by a
pillar 4a in width, and (b) plotted to give minor principal stress (ex-
pressed as a proportion of applied stress) distribution in the pillar,
and (c) relation between minor principal stress expressed as a pro-
portion of uniform applied stress and pillar width—for pillars of vary-
ing width. Values for average are given for each curve.
Figure 2.9: Princi al stress trajec-
tories and contours the ratio of a-
jor principal stress. (a) a rectangu-
lar (b) a square opening in and infi-
nite medium subject to a uniform stress
field ( using Bray and Hocking’s two-
dimensional boundary element analy-
ses ) Hoek (1981)
ROOM AND PILLAR MINING 1685
Fig. 18.1.5. Principal stress trajectories (LHS) and contours (RHS)
of the ratio of major principal stress to applied stress (solid line)
and minor principal stress to applied stress (dotted line) for (a) a
rectangular and (b) a square opening in an infinite medium subject
to a uniform stress field (using Bray and Hocking’s two-dimensional
boundary element analysis, in Hoek and Brown, 1981).
Fig. 18.1.6. (a) Contours of major (solid line) and minor (dotted line)
principal stress around two rooms of dimension a separated by a
pillar 4a in width, and (b) plotted to give minor principal stress (ex-
pressed as a proportion of applied stress) distribution in the pillar,
and (c) relation between minor principal stress expressed as a pro-
portion of uniform applied stress and pillar width—for pillars of vary-
ing width. Values for average are given for each curve.
Figure 2.10: (a) Cont urs of ma-
jor (soli li e) and inor(dotted line)
principal stress round two rooms of di-
mension a separat d by pillar4a in
width; (b) plotted to give minor prin-
cipal stress distribution in the pillar;
(c) relation between minor principal
stress expressed as proportion of uni-
form applied stress and pillar width
Hoek (1981).
2.3 Determination of Factor of safety
Pillar Factor of safety for development pillars is defined as the ratio of pillar strength
Sp to estimated development load on pillar σa
19
FoS =
Sp
σa
(2.16)
Because both Sp and σa are estimated values, high FoS must be used to account for
uncertainty. Usually each empirical pillar design model has it’s own recommended sta-
bility factor, which can be a single value or a range of accepted values. For example,
Bunting (1911) suggested stability factor of 2 to be used to insure safety in the mine
and Holland (1964) proposed FoS to be between 1.8 and 2.2 based on the importance of
the opening. These values are solely dependent on calibration process and these values
can be improved using statistical analysis of larger databases.
2.4 Empirical Pillars Design Accuracy
Since Bunting (1911), many pillar design equations were developed world wide including:
Greenwald et al. (1939); Holland and Gaddy (1957); Evans et al. (1961); Holland (1964);
Salamon and Munro (1967); Sheorey and Singh (1974); Galvin et al. (1999); Bieniawski
(1968); Madden (1991); ”Mark-Bieniwaski”(Mark and Chase, 1997); etc. Most of these
empirical models can be descried using a two general equations (Eq. 2.17 and Eq. 2.18).
All these empirical equations are based on observation of small or large coal specimens or
coal pillars. The goal of each one of these equations was to describe the relation between
Pillar Dimensions (W , L and H) , and Coal Pillar Strength Sp. They used a constant
variable (Scube or k ) to incorporated Coal Strength laboratory tests into pillar strength
equations and calibrated their model by cuvre fitting to their laboratory tests or case
studies. Among these equations, Salamon & Munro equation is used in South Africa
and Australia, Sheorey equation is mostly used in India and Mark-Bieniawski equation
which is the backbone of ARMPS program is widely used in the U.S. and around the
world.
Linear equation: Sp = Scube(a+ b
W
H
+ c
Wα
HβLγ
) (2.17)
Power equation: Sp = k(
Wα
Hβ
) (2.18)
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All these equations agree that by increasing width-hight ratio (WH ), Coal Pillar Strength
(Sp) will increase. Most popular coal pillar design methods have been thoroughly ana-
lyzed by Du et al. (2008). Du et al. investigated the effect of pillar-width, width-to-height
ratio, pillar height, and pillar shape on pillar strength. Based on his analysis, Holland
& Gaddy formula predicted the lowest strength while Greenwald formula predicted the
highest strength. The Galvin & Salamon formula showed a rapid increase in strength
after passing its recommended width-to-height ratio of 10. However, the empirical mod-
els efficiency has not been compared to an actual case study in his research.
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Figure 2.11: Effect of pillar height on
pillar strength Du et al. (2008)
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Figure 2.12: Effect of pillar length on
pillar strength Du et al. (2008)
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Figure 2.13: Effect of pillar width-to-
height ratio on pillar strength Du et al.
(2008)
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Figure 2.14: Effect of pillar shape on
pillar strength Du et al. (2008)
The best way to determine the accuracy of an empirical model is to compare its results
with a set of actual case studies. Among room and pillar empirical model equations,
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Mark-Bieniawski(1997) has been accepted as a design standard in the U.S.. Therefore,
Mark-Bieniawski equation has been chosen for a comprehensive study of its accuracy
in development stage of room and pillar mining. The case studies used are extracted
from the large ARMPS-2010 database (for more detail on the ARMPS-2010 database
see Section 2.6.5).
To investigate the correctness of Mark-Bieniawski equation the three major steps in
pillar design is used. Step 1: Calculating the pillar strength using Mark-Bieniawski
equation needs four independent parameters (Cubic coal sample strength(σcube), Pillar
width(W ),and Pillar length(L), Pillar height(H)). All of the these parameters are avail-
able in ARMPS-2010 database for all 170 case studies.
Step 2: After calculating the pillar strength, the tributary load applied to each pillar
has been calculated using equation 2.14. The arch factor is not used because the arch
factor equation (Eq. 2.15) was not derived empirically using the same database Ester-
huizen et al. (2010). Using it will not help to understand the behavior of this equation.
Step 3: Dividing pillar load bearing capacity (LBC) calculated in step 1 by the de-
termined load on pillar(step 2) will provide the factor of safety. Factor of safety is not
reliable itself and usually each method will provide its own FoS. For the Mark-Bieniawski
equation, a FoS of 1.5 is recommend.
After FoS for each pillar is calculated, it is compared to the recommended value 1.5 and
the database actual fail/success results. There is are total of four possible outcomes:
1. Pillar FoS is equal to or higher than 1.5 and the pillar in the database is sta-
ble.(Matched stable pillars)
2. Pillar FoS is equal to or higher than 1.5 but the pillar in the database has failed.
(Mismatched failed pillars, Overestimated Pillar LBC)
3. Pillar FoS is less than 1.5 but the pillar in the database is stable. (Mismatched
stable pillar, Underestimated Pillar LBC)
4. Pillar FoS is less than 1.5 and the pillar in the database has failed.(Matched failed
pillars)
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Based on the above guidelines Total Matching Rate (TMR) is considered to be the
summation of cases that fall into category 1 and 4 divided by all the cases (170 case total)
and for Mark-Bieniawski the TMR for FoS of 1.5 is 75.9%. Results of the comparison if
summarized and visualized in Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.15.
Table 2.1: Mark-Bieniawski equation accuracy compared ARMPS-2010 database
Category Number of Cases Matching rate (%)
1- Matched Stable pillar 96 56.47%
2- Underestimating 39 22.94%
3- Overestimating 2 1.17%
4- Matched failed pillar 33 19.41%
Total 170 100%
Figure 2.15: Overestimated and underestimated pillar distribution in ARMPS-2010
database using FoS of 1.5
For a pillar design model, underestimating pillars load bearing capacity will not cause
safety issues. But, it will decrease, the extraction ratio and has a negative economical
impact on the mine. On the other hand, a pillar design model with high overestimated
pillar ratio will increases the probability of pillar failure in mine. Generally in under-
ground room and pillar mines, pillar failures are categorized into three groups.
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1. Squeeze: which is a non-violent pillar failure that may take hours, days, or even
weeks to develop and it commonly causes roof instability, floor heave, and rib falls.
Because it develops slowly, however, the affected area is usually abandoned before
there are any injuries to miners.
2. Mass Collapse: which occur when a large number of overloaded pillars fail almost
simultaneously, usually resulting in a destructive air-blast. Most collapses in the
U.S. have occurred under low cover (less than 500 ft), and they have been associ-
ated with the slender pillar remnants that have been left in worked-out gob areas
after partial pillar recovery operations
3. Burst: which can affect just a small portion of a single pillar, or may destroy many
pillars at once. While bursts (sometimes referred to as Bumps or Bounces have
many causes, and not all of them can be eliminated by pillar design.
Among these pillar failures, mass pillar collapse and local burst must be avoided. In the
2 underestimated cases (1.17%) by Mark-Bieniawski equation, both are pillar squeezes.
Therefore, It can be concluded that the FoS of 1.5 is acceptable. But the lack of detail in
factor of safety recommended by Mark-Bieniawski can be investigated easily by changing
the FoS in a range between 0 and 5. The change of underestimation ratio, overestimation
ratio and total matching rate ratio is plotted in Fig. 2.16. Also, the percentage of each
failure type in for FoS between 0 and 5, can be found in Fig. 2.17
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Figure 2.16: Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Mark-Bieniawski
equation when FoS is between 0 and 5.
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Figure 2.17: Distribution of different failure type for Mark-Bieniawski equation when
FoS is between 0 and 5.
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According to results of the comparison, the maximum matching rate is 84.11% when
FoS is 1.05, but the number of failed pillar cases increases to 16 which is 45% of failure
cases in ARMPS-2010 development stage database. In these pillar collapses, 12 of them
are pillar squeeze and four of the underestimated pillars are massive collapse. Also, if
FoS is set to 1.7 all pillar collapses will be predicted in ARMPS-2010 database. The
distribution of overestimated and underestimated pillar for FoS of 1.05 and 1.7 can be
found in Fig. 2.18 and Fig. 2.19
Figure 2.18: Overestimated and underestimated pillar distribution in ARMPS-2010
database using FoS of 1.05 (MAXIMUM TMR)
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Figure 2.19: Overestimated and underestimated pillar distribution in ARMPS-2010
database using FoS of 1.7 (NO UNDERESTIMATION)
The same efficiency test was performed on six other popular equations (Table 2.2) by
this new approach. Using the development pillar parameters in ARMPS 2010 database
(Fig. ??), the pillar load bearing capacity has been calculated for each pillar. Same
as the Mark-Bieniawski equation accuracy test, for all other equations Scube has been
considered to be 900 psi. Although, each modeling design has its own recommended
factor of safety. But, to find the equation best fit to the current database, all the
possible factor of safeties has been tested to find the highest matching rate for each
equation. Also matching rate for the equations when two pillar failure and zero pillar
failure was calculated. The results are summarize in Table 2.2.
2.5 Effect of Coal Roof/Floor
According to Nombe (2002), the first documented floor stability problem in underground
mines can be tracked to 1892 . This is before the empirical coal strength model sug-
gested by Bunting (1911). Mining in soft floor conditions will push pillars into the floor
and if its not controlled, will cause settlement and pillar rib rolling and also roof and
pillar stability problems.
Most research on the strength of coal pillar in room and pillar mining were conducted
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Table 2.2: Calculated matching rate of each equation in development stage in three
different conditions – Matching rate conditions: (1) max matching rate, (2) missing
only two pillar fails,(3) all pillar fails has been predicted
Max (Cond. 1) Two Fails (Cond. 2) No Fails(Cond. 3)
Source Match(%) FoS Match(%) FoS Match(%) FoS
Bauschiger (1876) 81.17 0.7 74.1 1.1 70 1.35
Bunting (1911) 84.11 1 76.5 1.2 71.2 1.55
Greenwald (1939) 82.35 0.55 73.5 1.25 60 0.95
Holland and Gaddy (1956) 86.47 1.95 84.7 2.75 67.1 3.8
Holland (1964) 82.35 0.7 73.3 1.25 66.5 1.6
Salamon and Munro (1967) 82.9 0.5 74.1 1.75 61.8 1
Bieniawski (1968) 85.29 1.1 77.6 1.35 73.5 1.7
Mark-Bieniawski (1997) 84.11 1.05 75.9 1.45 74.7 1.7
Ranking in each condition Best Match 2nd Best 3rd Best
under good floor and roof conditions and during the full scale coal pillar tests (Green-
wald et al. (1939),Bieniawski (1968)) , concrete layers were installed on top and bottom
of pillars to control their movement. In is proven by many researchers that floor/roof
properties and friction between floor/coal and coal interface will cause variant confine-
ment for coal pillar and conclusively will effect pillar ultimate strength (Greenwald et al.
(1939) , Peng and Dutta (1992), Su and Hasenfus (1997), Perry et al. (2013)). Although
this phenomena is known, the effect of roof/floor is not incorporated in pillar strength
empirical models as an independent parameter.
2.6 ARMPS Program Review
Between 1989 and 1996, the use of remote-control continuous miners and mobile roof
supports has increased productivity. In many underground coal mines, room and pillar
mining method was chosen due to its low capital costs compared to longwall mining
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method. Unfortunately 25% of all roof and rib fatalities occurred in room and pillar
mine recovery Mark and Chase (1997). Therefore, to improve pillar recovery, avoid
pillar squeezes, massive pillar collapses, bumps, and pillar bursts which has negative
economical and safety impacts on underground room and pillar operations, the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health developed the Analysis of Retreat Mining
Pillar Stability (ARMPS) program. The ARMPS program has been used as a standard
program for designing room and pillar mines since its lunch in 1997. This program has
helped many mine design engineers in creating stable and economical room and pillar
mine for almost two decades. In the ARMPS program, the Mark-Bieniawski equation
is used for pillar strength estimation and tributary area method is used for determining
load on pillars. The ARMPS program can handle four different mining conditions in
room and pillar mining method. In this section is a review on the ARMPS program and
database, when used for the development stage mine design.
2.6.1 User Inputs
To use the ARMPS program for designing development pillars, user needs to input
parameters to define pillar location, shape and size. The program needs user input for
depth of cover, angle crosscuts, spacing between entries and cross cuts. Other parameters
that must be defined include mining height, entry width, and number of entries. The
empirically calibrated coal strength of 900 (psi) is used by defualt. However, this value
can be modified by the designer based on in-situ coal strength tests. Figure 2.20 shows
a typical retreat mining layout with two side gobs used in and ARMPS analysis.
2.6.2 Loading Calculation
Instead of calculating load on individual pillars, the ARMPS program calculates load on
the “Active Mining Zone“ (AMZ) area (Fig. 2.20 – dash line). AMZ was introduced by
Mark (1990) for calculating load on pillars in the “Analysis of Longwall Pillar Stability“
(ALPS) program. The AMZ includes all the pillars on extraction front and extends to a
distance of five times the square root of the depth of cover (5
√
D). The AMZ area was
included into the ARMPS program because experience had shown that pillars within
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Figure 2.20: Section layout parameters used in ARMPS during active retreat section
with two side gobs (Mark and Chase, 1997)
AMZ act as a system (Mark and Chase, 1997). Figure 2.21 shows a schematic of the
AMZ when there is one active retreat mining.
Figure 2.21: Schematic showing the active mining zone during one active retreat
mining (Mark and Chase, 1997)
The AMZ is useful when there is active retreat mining or mined out area adjacent to
the development pillars. During the development stage, average AMZ load on pillars
and load calculated by tributary area for an individual pillar is equal.
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2.6.3 Stability Factor
In ARMPS, the Stability Factor (SF) is calculated for the entire AMZ based on the
ratio of load bearing capacity divided by the determined applied load. But as mentioned
before, during the development stage, average applied load and average pillar strength
of AMZ is equal to individual pillar FoS calculation. Equation 2.19 shows the ARMPS
FoS for the development stage.
ARMPS SF =
AMZ LBC
Load on AMZ
=
Sp
σa
(2.19)
2.6.4 Suggested Design Criteria
ARMPS 1997
When opening a mine with past experience, the original ARMPS suggested stability
facror is 1.5. Database case study analysis showed that with the SF of 1.5, no pillar
failures were present and also most stability factors were below 0.75.
ARMPS 2002
After adding more deep cover case studies into ARMPS database, Chase et al. (2002)
analysis indicated that when the depth of cover was less than 650 ft, an ARMPS FoS of
about 1.5 was a reasonable starting point. However, for deeper cover cases, two conclu-
sions were drawn: 1-Many panels with an ARMPS FoS well below 1.5 were successful;
and 2-No single ARMPS FoS was able to separate the successful from the unsuccessful
cases.
Therefore, new design guidelines were derived for ARMPS 2002 through statistical anal-
ysis, a technique which was widely used in other scientific disciplines Hosmer et al.
(2000). The statistical approach also used roof and floor quality to determine pillar
design successes. Table 2.3 and Figure 2.22 present the details of the design criteria
used for ARMPS 2002 Chase et al. (2002).
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Table 2.3: Recommended Design Criteria of ARMPS 2002 Chase et al. (2002).
FoS for FoS for
Depth of Cover (ft) Weak Roof Strong Roof
H < 650 1.5 1.5
650 < H < 1250 1.4− H−6501000 1.4−
H−650
1000
1250 < H < 2000 0.9 0.8%
17 
 
Note: *Non-burst-prone ground; **Burst-prone ground. 
 
 
Figure 2.8Recommended ARMPS SF of ARMPS 2002(Chase et al., 2002). 
 
It is obviously that this suggested room-and-pillar design criteria is highly related 
to the depth of cover (H): an ARMPS SF of 1.5 or greater is appropriate where the depth 
of cover is less than 650 ft; as the cover increases from 650 to 1,250 ft, there is a 
decreasing trend in SF for both the successful and the unsuccessful cases; however, 
deeper than 1,250 ft, there does not seem to be any clear trend. 
 
2.1.2 ARMPS 2010 
After the Crandall Canyon mine disaster, NIOSH started new research to improve 
the safety of retreat room and pillar mining under deep cover (Mark, 2010), where a new 
loading model based on the “Pressure Arch” concept was investigated and implemented 
into an enhance version, called ARMPS 2010. Additionally, the case history database 
supporting ARMPS was updated and expanded to 692 case histories. 
 
Keith   12/28/13 2:41 PM
Comment [17]: Somewhere, you need to discuss 
the definition of successful and unsuccessful 
Figure 2.22: Recommended ARMPS 2002 FoS guidelines Chase et al. (2002).
ARMPS 2010
The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) report on Crandall Canyon (Gates
et al., 2008) emphasized the effect of improper pillar design in the disaster. Based on
the report, the pillar dimensions were not compatible with the deep overburden load.
Due to underestimation of load on pillars, the strength of a pillar, or group of pillars,
were exceeded and local failure occurred. the local failure initiated a rapid and domino
effect collapse that propagated through the large area of similarly sized pillars.
After the database update and adding the Arch factor model, the ARMPS 2010 model
factor of safety was switched back to 1.5 for all depths, which is the same stability factor
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suggested in 1997. The new factor of safety for ARMPS 2010 was not meant to be
optimum, but rather to decrease the underestimation load bearing capacity to a rate
that covers all massive pillar collapses. Figure 2.23 shows the FoS of all case studies in
the ARMPS 2010 database with respect to its depth.
  
Figure 2.23: ARMPS 2010 case history data base, showing the recommended ARMPS
2010 SF of 1.5 for production pillars. (Mark, 2010)
2.6.5 ARMPS database
The power of ARMPS is not derived from the accuracy of its calculations, but rather
from its large database of retreat mining case histories. Statistical analysis has been
used to help derive guidelines for selecting an appropriate ARMPS FoS for design.
The original ARMPS database consisted of approximately 150 case histories (Mark &
Chase, 1997). Over time, case histories have been added to the database Chase et al.
(2002),Ellenberger et al. (2003). After the Carndall Canyon mine disaster (2007), NIOSH
started an update research for the ARMPS program. A new pressure arch model for
deep mines was added to the ARMPS program along with number of case histories that
expand the total number of case histories into 645 cases (Mark, 2010).
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The database includes several parameters collected from each case history. The param-
eters used for development pillar design are shown in Table 2.4.
Table 2.4: List of important parameters included in ARMPS 2010 database
Parameter Range
Loading Condition 1-4
Location Mostly KY, OH, WV
Depth of Cover 175-1700 (ft)
Entry Height 4.2-17.5 (ft)
Entry Width 17-35 (ft)
Entry Spacing 30-100 (ft)
Number of Entries 4-10
Crosscut Angle 60-90 (deg)
Crosscut Spacing 30-115 (ft)
CMRR 3-80
Failure Type 1-5
In the ARMPS database, each loading condition is represented by a number. (1) De-
velopment load; (2) One active retreat section; (3) Active retreat with one section gob;
and (4) Active retreat section with two side gobs. About 25% of case studies are mines
with development loading conditions. Figure 2.24 show the distribution of case histories
in different loading condition. About 25% of the case histories are development loads,
which have been used to calibrate FLAC3D model in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.24: Distribution of case studies in each loading condition
Based on failed and successful pillars in the ARMPS database, a factor of safety of
1.5 is suggested. Pillar failures in ARMPS database is categorized into four groups:
(1) Squeeze; (2) Massive Collapse; (3) Multi-pillar burst; and (4) local burst. In the
development stage, about 20% of the total case histories are failed pillars. Figure 2.25
shows the failure and success, about 80% of them are pillar squeezes. As can be seen in
Figure 2.26, among pillar failures case histories, most massive pillar collapses occurred
in depth below 300 ft and the only case of pillar burst happened in a mine with 1550
feet depth.
Figure 2.25: Failure and success rates in ARMPS database
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Figure 2.26: Distribution of failed and successful case histories in different depths in
ARMPS database
During the calibration process, Heasley (1998) divided mine case studies into groups of
shallow (< 750 ft) and deep mines (> 750 ft). About 50.5% of the mines in development
stage are deep mines. Figure 2.27 shows the distribution of mine depth for each loading
condition.
Figure 2.27: ARMPS database depth distribution in each loading condition
In 90% of case studies in the development stage database, the crosscut angle is 90 degrees
and 80% of the pillars have rectangular cross-sectional area in plan view.
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2.7 Conclusions
Empirical design method is a fast way of evaluating pillar strength and can be used with
some confidence as they are designed from actual observations. A brief review of dif-
ferent empirical approaches and their credibility for determining pillar strength in room
and pillar coal mine was carried out in this chapter and revealed that although the first
empirical model for room and pillar was introduced in 1912, no major break through to
improve pillar design has happened.
While research on load distribution and effect of roof/floor interface has shown notice-
able impact on pillar strength, no empirical model has successfully adapted the effect
of these parameters into their model. It is important to note that a pure statistical
implementation of these parameters will not improve pillar design models and can cause
similar disasters like the Carndall Canyon.
It is concluded that among empirical models presented, the Mark-Bieniawski equation
has the most flexibility. Because unlike other models it can be used for both square
and rectangular pillars and the Mark-Bieniawski equation can be easily calibrated using
in-situ cubical coal sample test.
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Chapter3
PILLAR DESIGN USING FLAC3D
“It is better to be approximately right than
precisely wrong.”
—Warren Buffett
Studies on room and pillars empirical models and softwares shows that they can be used
with a certain degree of confidence for mine design. However, if site conditions don’t
match their databases or site observation, those tools are not justified to be used. The
main reasons empirical models are not suitable for research and complex design is that
they are not flexible and their number of input parameters is limited.
Numerical modeling for room and pillar design can be defined as the process of solving
the mathematical equations which describes physical properties of the material in the
mine and their interaction. Using a numerical technique to approximate ground reaction
to mining activity. Solving the equation process is usually done by one or a set of
computers that uses numerical techniques and iterates until the numerical model satisfies
all of the equations. One of the primary benefits of this tool is that a wide range of
scenarios can be modeled. The main advantage of a general purpose numerical modeling
softwares, like FLAC3D, is that they can surpass the limits of current empirical models,
considering they have the ability to accept a wide range of parameters as input and
that numerical models can use in-situ site measurement for calibration. The room and
pillar mine designer can use numerical modeling software to model pillar behavior and
to determine the feasibility of the design. Additionally, the same model can be used
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to gain insight into the effect of an abnormal conditions like joint systems and tectonic
load in the mine, if present.
The main issue of using FLAC3D or any other general purpose numerical model, as
previously mentioned in Chapter 1, is that there is no standard guideline for using
FLAC3D for room and pillar design. Also, there are so many design parameters that it
would take a lot of time and effort to investigate the sensitivity of the each individual
parameter on the model behavior.
Due to complexity of underground mining problems and great uncertainty, Hammah and
Curran (2009) recommend that a well calibrated simple model can be a great starting
point for mine design. The goal of this chapter is to investigate the effect of design
parameters on pillar stability in FLAC3D and to create a standard calibrated numerical
model so that it can serve as a foundation for room and pillar mine design. The standard
room and pillar model can be used in a bottom-up approach starting with the simplest
possible model and later users can improve their model to capture the essential features
or phenomena of interest.
In this chapter, the first section consists of a short introduction and review on FLAC3D
software and capabilities and is followed by introducing a FLAC3D code generator that
is used in this research to easily create pillar models in the FLAC3D program. A simple
elastic prototype model is used to check model validity and to investigate the effect of
mesh size and quality on final results and runtime.
3.1 Introduction on FLAC3D
FLAC3D is a three-dimensional explicit finite-difference program for engineering me-
chanics computation, simulating the behavior of three-dimensional structures built of
soil, rock or other materials. FLAC3D was developed primarily for geotechnical engi-
neering applications, mainly problems in the fields of mining, underground engineering,
rock mechanics and research Itasca (2005).
Finite Difference Method (FDM) numerical programs like FLAC3D differ from Finite
Element programs in their use of an explicit solution scheme, coupled with their use
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of the full dynamic equations of motion, even for static problems. The FDM produces
a direct approximation of the governing partial differential equations of the objective
functions (e.g. displacement), by replacing them with finite differences spread over the
area of interest (Jing and Hudson, 2002).
Carter et al. (2000) lists the advantages and disadvantages of using the explicit solution
technique:
Advantages :
• Simple problems are very easy to prepare within the model.
• Structural features in the rock mass, such as closely spaced parallel sets of joints
can be modeled.
• Time-dependent material behavior may be introduced.
• The method has been applied to solve practical problems and thus a lot of expe-
rience is already available.
• Unlike FEM, the explicit solution method avoids the solution of large sets of equa-
tions and therefore reduces processing time, and memory requirements.
Disadvantages :
• The method is less efficient than FEM for linear or moderately nonlinear problems.
• Due to the requirement of FDM analysis to generate large matrices that must be
stored in the computer’s memory, the analysis duration and memory requirements
may be very high.
• Because FDM is based on Newtons law of motion the solution cycle does not have
a defined converge point (it’s an infinite loop) even for static problems, therefore
judgment of the user as to define whether a sufficient number of time steps have
been run, effects the output.
• If the mechanical behavior of the medium in question is dominated by randomly
oriented joint or fracture sets, then FDM analysis is generally not suitable.
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3.1.1 FLAC3D Theoretical background
The discontinuous and inhomogeneous nature of geomaterials like rocks and soils usually
lead to complex mechanical behaviors that can be difficult to deal with using conven-
tional continuum numerical models. Crack initiation, interaction and coalescence are
among those complex features that are ignored with classical numerical tools which are
based on continuum mechanics.
An alternative approach to the classical numerical methods was pioneered by Peter Cun-
dall (1971) to solve important issues in rock mechanics. In this discrete based method,
the material is represented as an assemblage of independent elements (also referred to
as zones), interacting with one another. This discrete element model (DEM) is particu-
larly suitable to model granular materials. Basically, the algorithm in discrete element
method involves two stages:
(1) when the elements slightly interact to each other, the forces induced between them
are calculated. The contact forces and displacements of the particles in contact are
obtained by recording each particle movement. This force-displacement formulation is
often referred to as the Force-Displacement method. The movement of a specific grid-
points could be the cause of the motion of other gridpoints. The physical properties
of the model together with the allocated velocity for each cycle determines the overall
propagation velocity in the model. To have a static, or even a quasi-static situation, the
applied velocities must remain small enough so that the dynamic approach of discrete
element method could provide the idealistic static situation;
(2) Newtons second law and the force-displacement formulation are used for each dis-
crete element. By knowing the relative displacement of the particles in contact, the
contact forces can be determined from the force-displacement law.
FLAC3D uses the following explicit time marching method in order to find the solution
to a given problem (Itasca, 2005):
1. New strain rates are derived from nodal velocities.
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2. Constitutive equations are used to calculate new stresses from the strain rates and
stresses at the previous time.
3. The equations of motion are invoked to derive new nodal velocities and displace-
ments from stresses and forces
A diagram illustrating the cycle of one calculation step in shown in Fig. 3.1.
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3.1.1 FLAC Solution Scheme 
 
As stated in section 2.4.2, FLAC3D uses an explicit time marching scheme in order to 
find the solution to a given problem.  A diagram illustrating this process is included.  
Please see Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1: FLAC basic explicit calculation cycle diagram (Itasca, 2005). 
 
Figure 3.1 shows the cycle of one calculation step.  Within the upper box the equations 
of motion are invoked to calculate velocities and displacements from the stress and 
forces of the problem to be modelled.  These velocities and displacements are then used 
to derive strain rates, from which updated stresses or forces are calculated using the 
specified constitutive model as shown in the lower box (Itasca, 2005).  For each 
calculation cycle the variables remain fixed and are known.   
 
In order for this approach to be valid, the time step for each calculation cycle must be 
smaller than the time taken for information to propagate from one zone to another.  The 
size of the time step is controlled by the stiffness of the modelled materials and the grid 
spacing.   
3.1.2 Problem Solving using FLAC 
The general solution procedure as used by FLAC is summarised in the following 
section.   
 
In order to setup and run a model in FLAC it is necessary to specify three main 
components: 
Figure 3.1: FLAC3D basic explicit calculation cycle (Itasca, 2005).
In the upper box (Figure 3.1), the equations of motion are invoked to calculate velocities
and displacements from the stress and forces of the problem. These velocities and
displacements are then used to derive strain rates, from which updated stresses or forces
are calculated using the specified constitutive model as shown in the lower box (Itasca,
2005). For each calculation cycle, the variables remain fixed and are known. In order for
this approach to be valid, the time step for each calcula ion cycle must be smaller than
the time taken for information to propagate from one zone to another. The size of the
time step is controlled by the stiffness of the modeled materials and the grid spacing.
3.1.2 Material Model
The material properties controls the models behavior when it is disturbed. FLAC3D
consists of thirteen fundamental material models that are categorized into three major
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groups: (1) null; (2) elastic; and (3) plastic.
Within the elastic models the stress/strain relationship is linear and all strains are
recoverable. The plastic models within FLAC3D involve some degree of non-recoverable
deformation. The constitutive models used in this work are summarized below:
Null Model
In FLAC3D a null material model is used to represent material that is removed or ex-
cavated. As such, all stresses in the affected zones are set to zero, which in the model,
represents the process of excavation of the rooms in pillar.
σNi = 0 (3.1)
Where σNi is the new component for step number i.
Although its not always necessary, The FLAC3D manual (Itasca, 2005) recommends us-
ing a built-in function (zonk3d.f3fis) to gradually reduce loads when material is removed,
to ensure that unbalanced forces do not initiate failure after null spaces are created.
Elastic, Isotropic Model
The elastic, isotropic model provides the simplest representation of material behavior.
This model is valid for homogeneous, isotropic, continuous materials that exhibit linear
stress-strain behavior with no hysteresis on unloading. Bulk modulus (K) and shear
modulus (G), define the pre failure deformation of the material. Bulk and shear modulus
can be derived from Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) using the following
equations:
K =
E
3(1− 2ν)
(3.2)
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G =
E
2(1 + ν)
(3.3)
In practice, the rock mass structure is often much too irregular, or sufficient data is
not available to use the preceding approach. It is common to determine E from a
force-displacement curve obtained from an in-situ compression test. Such tests include
plate-bearing tests, flatjack tests and dilatometer tests.
After FLAC3D calculates the displacement of gridpoints, change in strain (∆εi) is used
to calculated change in stress value, Using the following equation:
∆σij = 2G∆εij + α2∆εkkδij (3.4)
Where :
δij = Kroenecker delta symbol;
α2 = material constant related to bulk modulus (Eq. 3.5);
α2 = K −
2
3
G (3.5)
New stress value is then obtained from relation:
σNij = σij + ∆σij (3.6)
The elastic model can be used in regions of the model when failure is not expected (e.g.
rock strata). Using a elastic model will help to improve time stepping because it requires
less computational power compered to more complicated models. Table 3.1 shows the
elastic bulk and shear modulus constants for different rock types.
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Table 3.1: Elastic constants (laboratory-scale) for rocks (adapted from Goodman
1980) (Itasca, 2005)
Rock Type Density lb/ft3 K (psi) G (psi)
sandstone - 3.89× 106 1.02× 106
siltstone - 2.26× 106 1.57× 106
limestone 130.47 3.28× 106 1.61× 106
shale 138 - 160.4 1.28× 106 6.24× 105
marble 168.5 5.37× 106 3.23× 106
granite - 6.37× 106 4.38× 106
Mohr-Coulomb Model
The Mohr-Coulomb model is the conventional model used to represent shear failure
in soils and rocks (Vermeer and De Borst, 1984; Goodman, 1989). The Mohr-Columb
model is useful when yielding or failure is possible in a model but post failure behavior
of the material is not important. In a room and pillar mine, the Mohr-Columb model
can be used to investigate the initiation of pillar failure but it is not a useful model to
study the effect of the failed pillar on the rest of the mining panel.
The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion represents the linear envelope that is obtained from
a plot of the shear strength of a material versus the applied normal stress. The failure
criterion can be expressed in the following form:
fs = σ1 − σ3Nφ + 2c
√
Nφ (3.7)
Where : Nφ = (1 + sinφ)/(1− sinφ);
σ1 = major principal stress;
σ3 = minor principal stress;
c = cohesion strength constant (the intercept of the failure envelope with the axis);
φ = angle of internal friction (slope of the failure envelope); and
Shear yield is detected if fs < 0.
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Figure 3.2: Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
Plastic Model Control
The response of material after failure has a large impact on engineering design. Figure 3.3
shows the possible failure mechanisms of rock masses. It is generally understood that
softening describes the failure process of rock masses, which starts with micro-cracks,
followed by crack nucleation, crack propagation and finally failure (Brace and Orange,
1968).
In FLAC3D post failure process can be controlled using four types of properties:
1. shear dilatancy
2. shear hardening/softening
3. volumetric hardening/softening
4. tensile softening
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Figure 3.3: A schematic showing possible failure mechanisms of rock masses (Crowder
and Bawden, 2004).
Shear dilatancy is the change in volume that occurs with shear distortion of a material.
Dilatancy is characterized by a dilation angle, ψ, which is related to the ratio of plastic
volume change to plastic shear strain (Itasca, 2005). The default dilation angle used in
FLAC3D is 0 ◦.
Figure 3.4: Idealized relation for dilation angle, ψ, from triaxial test results (Vermeer
and De Borst, 1984).
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In the FLAC3D Mohr-Columb model, the user has control over shear dilatancy. Fig-
ures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 shows the effect of shear dilatancy (ψ) on a simple 1 inch by 1 inch
Mohr-Coulomb element ductile behavior after the yield point has been reached.
Figure 3.5: Ductile reaction of 1’ by 1’ Mohr-Coulomb element (ψ = 0)
Figure 3.6: Ductile reaction of 1’ by 1’ Mohr-Coulomb element (ψ = −45)
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Figure 3.7: Ductile reaction of 1’ by 1’ Mohr-Coulomb element (ψ = −90)
3.1.3 Interface
In FLAC3D, to represent sliding planes or separation in joints and bedding planes, an
interface element can be used. The interface is characterized by Coulomb sliding and/or
tensile and shear bonding (Itasca, 2005). It is not recommended to use more than a
few simple interfaces in FLAC3D due to runtime issues. Interfaces have the following
properties: friction, cohesion, dilation, normal and shear stiffnesses, and tensile and
shear bond strength.
Interface elements are represented as triangular elements defined by three nodes. In-
terface elements are attached to the face of model zones with two triangular interface
elements being defined for every one quadrilateral model zone face. When another part
of the grid comes into contact with an interface, the contact is detected by the interface
nodes and the resultant behavior is characterized by normal and shear stiffnesses and
sliding properties.
Each interface element distributes its area to its nodes in a weighted fashion. Each inter-
face node has an associated representative area. The entire interface is thus divided into
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active interface nodes representing the total area of the interface. Figure 3.8 illustrates
the relation between interface elements and interface nodes, and the representative area
associated with an individual node.
 
 
-  79  - 
 
Figure 3.7: Relation between interface elements and interface nodes and the distribution of 
representative areas to interface nodes (after Itasca, 2005). 
 
The constitutive model is defined by a linear Coulomb shear-strength criterion acting to 
limit the shear forces at interface nodes and incorporates the normal and shear 
stiffnesses, tensile and shear bond strengths, and a dilation angle that causes an increase 
in effective normal force on the face after the shear-strength limit is reached.  A 
schematic diagram representing the interface constitutive model behaviour is shown in 
Figure 3.8 
 
The Coulomb shear-strength criterion limits the shear force (Fs) to a maximum value 
(Fsmax) using the following relation (Itasca, 2005): 
 )( 'tan'Fsmax ini AFAc µ! "+=  3.17 
Where: 
'c  = cohesion along the interface (Pa) 
iA  = representative area associated with the interface node 
nF  = normal force (N) 
'! = friction angle of the interface surface (degrees) 
µ  = pore pressure (Pa) 
If the criterion is satisfied (i.e., if Fs ! Fsmax), then sliding is assumed to occur. 
Figure 3.8: Relation between interface element and node in FLAC3D (Itasca, 2005).
Any contact between the interface and any other zone face is detected by t e interface
nodes, and at each timestep, the absolute normal penetration and the relative shear
velocity are calculated for each interface node and its contacting face. These values are
then used by the interface constitutive model to calculate a normal force and a shear-
force vector (Itasca, 2005).
To limit the shear forces at interface nodes, a constitutive model is defined by a linear
Coulomb shear-strength criterion. The Coulomb shear-strength criterion limits the shear
force (Fs) at intersection nodes and to a maximum value (Fsmax) using the following
relation (Itasca, 2005):
Fsmax = c
′
Ai + tanφ
′
(Fn − µAi) (3.8)
Where c
′
is cohesion along interface, Ai is representative area associated with the inter-
face node, Fn is normal forc , φ
′
is friction angle of the interf ce surface in degrees, and
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µ is pore pressure. During the steping process, if shear force (Fs) is equal or larger than
Fsmax, then sliding occures.
Interface Stiffness
To approximate normal and shear stiffness values for interfaces, FLAC3D recommends
back-calculation of information from deformability and joint structure in the jointed
rock mass and the deformability of the intact rock (Itasca, 2005).
For uniaxial loading of rock containing a single set of uniformly spaced joints oriented
normal to the direction of loading, the following relation applies Itasca (2005):
1
Em
=
1
Er
+
1
kns
(3.9)
kn =
ErEm
s(Er − Em)
(3.10)
Where : Em = rock mass Young’s modulus; Er = intact rock Youngs modulus; kn joint
normal stiffness; and s = joint spacing.
also for joint shear stiffness:
ks =
GrGm
s(Gr −Gm)
(3.11)
Where : Gm = rock mass Shear modulus; Gr = intact rock Shear modulus; ks joint
shear stiffness;
If the physical normal and shear stiffnesses are less than ten times the equivalent stiff-
ness of adjacent zones, then there is no problem in using physical values. If the ratio is
much more than ten, the solution time will be significantly longer than for the case in
which the ratio is limited to ten without much change in the behavior of the system. To
improve solution efficiency, serious consideration should be given to reducing supplied
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values of normal and shear stiffnesses.
Values for normal and shear stiffnesses for rock joints typically range from roughly 10
to 100 MPa/m for joints with soft clay in-filling to over 100 GPa/m for tight joints
in granite and basalt. Published data on stiffness properties for rock joints is limited;
summaries of data can be found in Kulhawy (1975) and Bandis et al. (1983).
Joint properties are conventionally derived from laboratory testing (e.g., triaxial and
direct shear tests). These tests can supply physical properties for joint friction angle,
cohesion, dilation angle and tensile strength, as well as joint normal and shear stiffnesses.
The joint cohesion and friction angle correspond to the parameters in the Coulomb
strength. Approximate stiffness values can be back-calculated from information on the
deformability and joint structure in the jointed rock mass and the deformability of the
intact rock.
However it should also be noted that there is a maximum practical limit to the joint
normal and shear stiffness values and the FLAC3D manual (Itasca, 2005) recommends
that the interface normal and shear stiffness be set to a maximum of ten times the
equivalent stiffness of the stiffest neighboring zone to avoid excessively long numerical
solution times due to large contrasts in stiffness. The equivalent stiffness ( ke ) can be
found using the following relation (Itasca, 2005):
ke = max
[
K + 43G
∆zmin
]
(3.12)
Where:
ke = Equivalent stiffness;
∆zmin = smallest width of an adjoining zone in the normal direction;
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3.1.4 Boundary Condition
The boundary conditions in a numerical model consist of the values of field variables
(e.g., stress and displacement) that are prescribed at the boundary of the numerical
grid. Boundaries are of two categories: real and artificial. Real boundaries exist in the
physical object being modeled (e.g., a tunnel surface or the ground surface). Artificial
boundaries do not exist in reality, but they must be introduced in order to enclose the
chosen number of zones.
The effect of boundary location is most noticeable for elastic bodies because the dis-
placements and stress changes are more confined when plastic behavior is present; there
is a natural cutoff distance within which most of the action occurs. The artificial bound-
ary may be placed slightly farther away without serious error. However, any artificial
boundary must not be so close that it attracts plastic flow and thereby invalidates the
solution.
It is always best to run several (coarse) models first with different boundary locations
to evaluate the potential influence of the boundary on the calculated response before
performing the detailed analysis. The evaluation of this type is presented in section 3.5.
Mechanical conditions that can be applied at boundaries are of two main types: pre-
scribed displacement or prescribed stress.
In the FLAC3D Manual (Itasca, 2005), it is recommended to use “strain-controlled”
boundary condition instead of “stress-controlled” condition for collapse and unstable
models.
3.1.5 Modeling Steps
In geotechnical engineering design, lack of good data is common. But, if a well under-
standing of material behavior and its properties is available, it may be possible to use
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FLAC3D in design.
The main objective is to simulate the state of a pillar (stable or unstable) in a room
and pillar mine and calculate the stability factor of the pillar based on stress level in the
pillar’s cross-section. In this research, the following steps are used for finding the best
practices for the development pillar modeling in the room and pillar coal mines.
1. Creating a Prototype Model: A basic prototype model with sandstone roof
and floor and one coal pillar is created to be used as a base-line model. The stress
results from FLAC3D are compared to empirical results to insure that there is no
major design flaws in the proposed model. The prototype model will be used to
investigate the significance of the design parameters step 2.
2. Investigating Geometry Effect: Number of pillars and size of the elements in a
model’s geometry can effect the results. In this step, the effect of these parameters
are investigated and the best geometry and mesh size is recommended. (Section
3.4)
3. Creating Template Models: With the use of prototype model, a set of FLAC3D
models with different material models and interface properties are generated so
that each model can be used in accuracy investigation. (Section 4.2)
4. Model Accuracy: By editing the template models and adding specific-data (e.g.
actual geometry and material properties) from the ARMPS development pillar
database, the accuracy of each model is investigated and the best one is cho-
sen.(Section 4.2)
3.2 FLAC3D Code Generator
The FLAC3D program is suitable for geotechnical analysis. Creating model geometry,
assigning material properties, defining boundary condition and solving the FLAC3D
model is all done through command lines. Compared to other commercial numerical
modeling programs (e.g. ANSYS , ABAQUS, ...), FLAC3D is not user friendly and
creating and editing a model takes more time.
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As part of this research, a program called “genFLAC3D“ was developed by the author in
MATLAB programming language to generate FLAC3D code based on room and pillar
design parameters so that a large number of models can be created with little effort. The
program is open-source and free to use. genFLAC3D is released under “Apache v2.0“
license and its available for download at https://github.com/king110/genFLAC3D.
In this section, a summary of program structure, parameters and available options is
presented.
3.2.1 Program Structure
The genFLAC3D program has multiple files and over 2,000 lines of code. Each file will
generate part of FLAC3D code. The genFLAC3D.m file will combine the segments of
code generated by other files and create a working FLAC3D code as output. Table 3.2
presents the files involved in generating FLAC3D code.
Table 3.2: the genFLAC3D program files
File name description
genFLAC3D.m Main function that calls other functions and combine results.
genFLAC3D GUI.m Calls GUI mode for input
createBC.m Creates boundary conditions and apply load
createExcavate.m Creates zonk group and excavate crosscut and entry around pillars
createLayer.m Generates model mesh and geometry
createPlot.m Creates plots to output results
createProperties.m Assines properties to layers
createResult.m Generates output file and save images
createSolve.m Creates solve segment of code
3.2.2 Input Method
In the genFLAC3D program, the user has two options to choose from when in comes to
inputing design parameters.
1 - Excel file: A template excel file is provided in the “Data” folder. Using this
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template file, the user can add/edit layers of rock and interface in the “Layer” sheet,
edit pillar dimensions in the “Panel” sheet and change advance parameters that controls
geometry and solving process in the “Adv” sheet.
Figure 3.9: genFLAC3D excel mode (layer sheet)
2 - GUI input style: A simple graphic user interface that can be used to assign all
design parameters.
Figure 3.10: genFLAC3D GUI mode
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3.2.3 Input Parameters
It is important to note that FLAC3D does not convert units automatically and the user
has to keep track of units and make sure that the units used in the model are consistant.
The genFLAC3D program assumes that the user is using feet for length and pounds for
weight. In the genFLAC3D, input parameters are divided into three groups:
1. Panel Dimensions: Panel dimension control the length and width of pillar and
the entry width. (Table 3.3)
2. Layer and Interfaces: All the layers and interfaces and their properties (Ta-
ble 3.4)
3. Advance Parameters: These parameters are standardized and optimized in this
research and by editing the advance parameters, the generated model will not be
recommended to be used. (Table 3.5)
Table 3.3: Panel Dimensions
Parameter description
Entry Spacing uses excel as input
Crosscut Spacing uses GUI for input
Entry Width create boundary conditions and apply load
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Table 3.4: Layer properties paramter
Parameter description
Layer Type Number 0 for Main Roof and Main Floor, 1 for normal rock layer
and 2 for interface layers
Layer Name Layer name used for group name
Thickness Thickness of layer (0 must be used for interface layers)
Depth The upper limit of layer (except Main roof)
initial Model material model used for initialing loading condition
sec. Model material model used after excavating crosscut and entry
Bulk Bulk Modulus (K)
Shear Shear Modulus (G)
Tens Tensile Strength
Coh Cohesion
Fri Internal Friction (φ)
Table 3.5: Advance parameters
Parameter description
Case Name used at the end of generated files
Pillar in X Number of pillars in X direction
Pillar in Y Number of pillars in Y direction
Density Density of the overburden (usually 162 pcf is used)
Poisson’s Ratio Overburden Poisson’s ratio
panelMulti The extent of intact rock ( panelMulti ≥ 1)
Output format 0-Multiple files, 1-Single file
solve steps number of steps to cycle (if 0 will solve till eulibrium reached)
debug mode (0)-OFF (1)-ON
debug steps steps to cycle on debug mode
Zonk3D (0)-OFF (1)-ON (uses zonk3D function to extract rock
genType brick or radtunnel
Mesh Size The size of mesh in feet
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3.2.4 Program output
The genFLAC3D program generates FLAC3D command lines based on user inputs. The
output file “single.f3dat“ is ready to be used in FLAC3D environment.
Figure 3.11: A Sample Generate Output File using genFLAC3D
3.3 Prototype model
The objective of the prototype model is to investigate the mechanisms of pillar behavior
and that it can be used to generate more detailed models with complex ground con-
ditions. The prototype model is relatively simple and created based on the average
data from the ARMPS database. It is a waste of effort to construct a very large and
complicated model that may be just as difficult to understand as the real case Cundall
(1988). This model is used to compare the FLAC3D stress results with the stress values
from the ARMPS program to eliminate major flaws in the prototype model. Also the
prototype model is used for the study of the effect of mesh size and quality on overall
results in section 3.4
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3.3.1 Prototype Geometry
The prototype model consists of three layers. One sandstone later on top and one sand-
stone later on bottom and a coal layer in between. The sandstone layer thickness is equal
to the summation of pillar width and entry width. The coal layer is created using 5 ft
× 5 ft × 2 ft FLAC3D brick elements and the roof and floor layer is created using 5 ft
× 5 ft × 20 ft brick elements. It is important to note that no interface surface is defined
in between the layers of the prototype model and at the contact area, all the surfaces
and nodes are merge together. Figure 3.12 shows the generated prototype model.
Figure 3.12: Initial Model with three layers
Base on the average values from the ARMPS database for development pillars the fol-
lowing values are used for the prototype pillar model:
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Pillar Width (ft): 45;
Pillar Length (ft): 65;
Pillar Height (ft): 6;
Entry Width (ft): 20;
Depth of Cover (ft): 800;
Sandstone Thickness (ft): 65; Based on the entry width, the coal around the pillar
is extracted (Figure 3.13).
Figure 3.13: Prototype Model after extracting coal
3.3.2 Prototype Material Model
For the prototype model, a linear elastic model which is the simplest material model, is
used. The shear and bulk modulus values reported by Lu et al. (2008) is used for coal
and sandstone layers (Table 3.6).
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Table 3.6: Strata Material Properties (Lu et al., 2008)
Friction Cohesion Tensile
Strata K(psi) G (psi) Angle (φ) (psi) Strength (psi) UCS (psi)
Coal 3.75× 105 1.34× 105 35 235 22 900
Sandstone 1.35× 106 1.14× 106 41 1650 41 0
3.3.3 Prototype Boundary condition
Roller boundary conditions were assigned along the sides and bottom of the model as
displayed in Figure 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Boundary condition around and below the initial prototype model
3.3.4 Applied Loads
Two loads are applied to the prototype model:
1- Gravitational acceleration (-32 ft/s2) applied to all elements
2- The overburden load which is applied to the top surface using a static pressure (σv)
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equal to the overburden weight. The equivalent pressure of overburden can be found
using the following equation:
σv = 1.1D (3.13)
Where σv is vertical stress (psi) and D is equal to depth of cover (ft). In Equation 3.13
it is assumed the density of overburden is 158.4 pound per cubic feet.
Figure 3.15: Loads applied on Prototype Model
Also to improve solution time, the following horizontal stress is set on the model:
σh =
ν
1− ν
σv (3.14)
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3.3.5 Prototype Results
The results can be divided into two groups of initial stage results and results after
excavation.
Initial State
After a gravitational load is applied to all zones and vertical load in applied on the top
surface, the model becomes unbalanced (unbalanced force is larger than 10−5). FLAC3D
will find the stress state for the rest of the model and the model becomes stable again.
This state is called the initial state. The initial state represents undisturbed ground.
To validate the model the vertical and horizontal stress have been calculated using
Equations 3.13 and 3.14. Based on the calculation the estimated vertical and horizontal
stress at the middle of coal seam are 1.27× 105 (psf) and 5.45× 104 (psf). As it can be
seen in Figure 3.16 and 3.17, the FLAC3D values match the analytical one.
Figure 3.16: Initial State - Vertical Stress before extraction (psf)
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Figure 3.17: Initial State - Horizontal Stress before extraction (psf)
After Excavation
After the crosscut and entry is excavated, the initial state model becomes unbalanced
again. After the second stage of solving, FLAC3D finds the new stress/strain on the
remaining elements. To validate the model, the vertical stress has been calculated using
the ARMPS program. The ARMPS’s estimated vertical stress at the coal pillar is
2.39× 105 (psf). According to the FLAC3D stress output, the maximum vertical stress
is located in Figure 3.18 shows the FLAC3D output for stress distribution of vertical
stress in pillar when cross-section passes the middle of the pillar. The vertical stress is
between a maximum and minimum values of 2.84 × 105 (psf) and 2.00 × 105 (psf) and
the volumetric average of stress at the pillar is about 2.42× 105 (psf).
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Figure 3.18: Vertical stress distribution when cross-section passes the middle of the
prototype model
According to the ARMPS program, the pillar is stable with a stability factor of 2.31 and
pillar strength is equal to 4.86× 105 (psf).
3.4 Model Geometry
As it can be seen in Figure 3.19, the room and pillar geometry is not complex. A series
of square or rectangular pillars in regular rectangular pattern. It is important to note
that creating a geometry that includes all the pillars in the development panel in a
single model needs a lot of computation power and is usually done for measuring surface
subsidence (Esterhuizen and Mark, 2009).
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Figure 3.19: A typical extracted development panel with 7 entry (Kauffman et al.,
1981).
It is common practice to model pillar behavior with only one-quarter of pillar section
(Figure 3.20) and using a symmetric bounty condition to simulate the pillar behavior
(Gadde (2009),Lu et al. (2008),Esterhuizen and Mark (2009), Esterhuizen et al. (2010),
Abbasi et al. (2013),Perry et al. (2013),Li et al. (2014)). It is important to note that the
main goal of this research is to create a simple FLAC3D models that is flexible when
facing complex ground conditions, a full single pillar model is recommended to be used
for modeling. However, in the modeling process of the ARMPS database case histories,
one quarter models are used.
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Figure 3.20: One-quarter pillar model in FLAC3D (Perry et al., 2013).
3.4.1 Effect of symmetry boundary condition
Symmetry boundary conditions are used when the physical geometry of interest has
mirror symmetry and represents a pattern of objects. Figure 3.21 shows a schematic
of a single pillar (geeen pillar) with symmetric boundary conditions on the sides. The
model represents a pillar in an infinite array of pillars.
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Figure 3.21: The effect of symmetry boundary condition.
Figure 3.22 shows a 7 by 7 pillar pattern with intact rock on the side using the prototype
pillar model. The pillars close to intact coal have lower vertical stress applied to them
and by getting further from the wall, the stress conditions on the pillars are similar to
single pillar model. It can be seen that the pillars in the middle have the maximum
vertical stress of −2.83× 105 (psf) and the core pillar stress is about −2.45× 105 (psf).
It can be assumed that after 3 rows of pillars from the face the stress condition of pillar
maximizes and matches the prototype single model.
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Figure 3.22: The effect of intact coal on adjacent pillars
3.5 Effect of Mesh
It is important for a numerical modeling designer to get rid of the influence of mesh
geometry on the results and since running models with high mesh density can be a very
time-consuming process, it is necessary to be able to judge if a given mesh density will
perform well for a given model or if more effort needs to be made to improve results. The
goal of this section is to investigate sensitivity of mesh density and quality on FLAC3D
results so that the model can be used with confidence.
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3.5.1 Mesh Quality
High-quality meshes are essential for accuracy in a numerical model. As such, it is
appropriate to consider the effect of mesh geometry in terms of error analyses. With
the help of partial differential equations (PDEs), Knupp (2007) showed how the qual-
ity of the mesh can affect the accuracy and efficiency of numerical simulations. There
are many studies on the subject of determining good mesh quality metrics (Stimpson
2007, Pebay 2004, Knupp 2003, 2007, Kwok & Chen 2000 and Robinson 1987). They
all agree that element shape is an important parameter in final result accuracy. Even a
few poorly-shaped elements can cause significant error. It is therefore important to be
able to identify and correct these problems at the start of model creation.
Aspect ratio, interior angle, face planarity, skew and taper are the most common mea-
sures of the quality of structured elements citeabbasi2013flac. In the current prototype
room and pillar model, the only element quality that is not considered ideal is the aspect
ratio. Aspect Ratio is the ratio of the longest edge of an element to either its shortest
edge or the shortest distance from a corner node to the opposing edge. Abbasi et al.
(2013) performed several tests to analyze mesh quality in FLAC3D software. The effect
of different aspect ratio (AR) on the final solution and an estimate of the error that the
user may expect were reported (Table 3.7). Abbasi et al. also concluded that increasing
number of element does not increase the accuracy significantly. Based on mesh quality
of prototype model,5% error is expected.
Table 3.7: Relative error for different range of Aspect Ratio
Relative Error Aspect Ratio
<5% 1.0 – 3.0
5% – 10% 3.0 – 7.5
10% – 15% 7.5 – 15.4
15% < <15.4
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3.5.2 Mesh Density
By increasing the number of meshes in the model, more detail will be available for
analysis and it will increase the accuracy. However, increasing mesh number will increase
calculation time and it not always feasible to run a model with high density. Therefore,
to identify and correct the effect of mesh density, a couple of models with higher density
have been created to compare the stress results to the prototype model. Table 3.8 and
Table 3.9 presents a summary of the result values of the prototype model with different
mesh densities.
Table 3.8: Max/Min stress values of prototype model cross-section with different
mesh size
Mesh Size Pillar Pillar Pillar
Model X × Y × Z (ft) Max (psf) Min (psf) Ave. (pcf)
Prototype 5× 5× 2 −2.846× 105 −2.00× 105 −2.4× 105
PrototypeX1 2.5× 2.5× 2 −3.085× 105 −1.45× 105 −2.4× 105
PrototypeX2 1.6× 1.6× 2 −3.06× 105 −1.28× 105 −2.4× 105
PrototypeX3 1× 1× 1 −3.53× 105 −1.21× 105 −2.5× 105
Table 3.9: Displacement of roof/floor of prototype model with different mesh sizes
Model Roof (ft) Floor (ft) Model Ave. (ft)
Prototype −2.90× 10−2 6.87× 10−3 1.12× 10−3
PrototypeX1 −3.11× 10−2 7.19× 10−3 1.12× 10−3
PrototypeX2 −3.06× 10−2 7.07× 10−3 1.12× 10−3
PrototypeX3 −3.45× 10−2 8× 10−3 1.12× 10−3
The percent different between results of PrototypeX3 and other models (Table3.10)
shows that an average of 13% difference is expected when using the Prototype model with
coorse mesh. The ProtoypeX1 model has about 6.5% difference and the he ProtoypeX2
model has about 5.2% difference.
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Table 3.10: The percent different between results of PrototypeX3 and other models
Roof Floor Max Min
Model Displacement Displacement Stress Stress
Prototype 8.66% 7.59% 10.71% -24.61%
PrototypeX1 5.18% 5.33% 6.72% -9.02%
PrototypeX2 5.99% 6.17% 7.13% -2.81%
Figure 3.23, Figure 3.24, Figure 3.25, and Figure 3.26 shows the distribution of vertical
stress in the cross-section area of the pillar. By examining these figures it can be seen
that the stress in the core of the pillar is almost the same for all the models.
Figure 3.23: Vertical Stress in pillar cross-section (psf) -PrototypeX
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Figure 3.24: Vertical Stress in pillar cross-section (psf) -PrototypeX1
Figure 3.25: Vertical Stress in pillar cross-section (psf) -PrototypeX2
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Figure 3.26: Vertical Stress in pillar cross-section (psf) - PrototypeX3
3.6 Prototype Runtime Benchmark Test
The solution time (in seconds) for a FLAC3D runtime for elastic models is proportional
to N4/3, where N is the number of zones (Itasca, 2005). Also, plastic behavior and
interface surfaces will increate model runtime.
The model runtime becomes important if the model has a large number of zones or
a large number of models need to be tested. By performing a mesh density sensitivity
test for a sample model, the optimum number of zones can be found for an actual model.
Creating a runtime estimation is important for running a large number of models. Ten
simple models have been tested with a number of different specifications. The calcula-
tion rates are compared here for different models. The models have been setup to reach
equilibrium, and the rate is calculated by a FISH function BenchMaker. The specifi-
cations of the computer used for this simulation is given in Table 3.11 and Table 3.12
summarizes the calculation rates for different computers.
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Table 3.11: Computer specifications used for FLAC3D v4.0 calculation
Processor Speed Memory Space Used Operating System
Intel Core i7 2.93GHz 16GB 10GB Windows 7
Table 3.12: FLAC3D v4.0 runtime rates using Intel i7 2.93 GHz
Runtime Steps Zone
Model Zones steps (sec) per sec per sec
ProtoType 7,956 1,0924 117 93.36 68
ProtoTypeX1 31,824 23,706 1073 22.0 29.6
ProtoTypeX2 71,604 24,903 3428 7.26 20.8
ProtoTypeX3 99,450 30,704 6834 4.49 14.55
3.7 Improved Prototype model
An analysis of the effect of symmetry boundary and varying the mesh size values used
the prototype model was undertaken and it was found that:
1. Symmetry
2. By using a mesh size (1 ft × 1 ft × 1 ft) with an ideal aspect ratio of 1, the
maximum stress result will increase about 10%, the minimum stress result will
decrease about 24% and the average pillar stress was consistent between different
mesh size models and no significant change in pillar core stress was detected.
Therefore, because no major different in stress values between single pillar model and
pillars in the middle of the room and pillar panel was detected, it is concluded that
symmetry boundary effect is valid for modeling development pillars in coal room and
pillar mine. Also, because no complex ground condition is recorded in the ARMPS
database case histories, one-quarter of models are used for analysis of the ARMPS case
histories.
There were discrepancies between fine mesh and coarse mesh. However, the analysis of
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the well coarse mesh model (PrototypeX3) will take about 2 hours which is significantly
higher compared to empirical models that only take milliseconds to run. Based on this
finding, using PrototypeX3 for modeling 170 case histories will take approximately 14
days and it is important to note that changing material model to Mohr-Coulomb and
adding interfaces between layer will increase calculation time significantly according to
FLAC3D Manual (Itasca, 2005). Therefore, to improve stress result and runtime, a
model with mesh size of 2 ft × 2 ft × 2 ft is chosen for detailed study of the ARMPS
database case histories.
In the ARMPS database case histories, not all pillar and panel dimensions are divisible
by 2 ft mesh size. In order to make sure that case history is not underestimated the
following procedure is used:
• if the pillar size is not an even number the value will be rounded down. (e.g.
b45/2c = 22)
• if the thickness or entry width is not an even number the value will be rounded
up (e.g. d11.5/2e = 6)
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Chapter4
FLAC3D PILLAR MODELS AND THEIR ACCURACY
“Any program is only as good as it is useful.“
—Linus Torvalds
In this chapter the ARMPS database case histories are analyzed in FLAC3D using four
different proposed model types.
MODEL E: the first set of models are identical to the prototype model which coal and
sandstone material is considered to be elastic and layers are attached normally with no
interface in between.
MODEL EI: In the second set of models, the material model remains the same but
interface properties is defined between the layers.
MODEL M: In the third set of models, coal and sandstone material properties is
considered to be Mohr-Coulomb and no interface in between the layers.
MODEL MI: In the fourth set of models, coal and sandstone material properties is
considered to be Mohr-Coulomb and interface properties has been defined between the
layers.
In order to calibrate these models, in Section 4.1 two different failure criteria are defined
based on a special case study among the ARMPS database.
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In Section 4.2 All case studies are simulated for each proposed model and the pillar
failure status is predicted based on the defined failure criteria. The predictions will then
be compared to the actual success and failure results from the database to calculate the
accuracy of each proposed model.
4.1 Defining Pillar Failure Criteria
It is important to define a reliable failure criteria for all four proposed model types.
To define the failure criteria the researcher decided to choose the strongest pillar with
failed status among the case studies to specify the border line between failed and sta-
ble pillar state. After comparing the pillar stability factors in the database using the
Mark-Bieniawski’s model, Case Number 379 pillar from the ARMPS database met the
specifications. This special case study has the highest stability factor among failed pil-
lars in ARMPS database. Case Number 379 properties is as the following:
Pillar Width = 30 ft
Pillar Length = 30 ft
Pillar Height = 6.5 ft
Depth of Cover = 400 ft
Status = Failed
Cross Cut Spacing = 50 ft
Entry Width = 20 ft
Stability Factor = 1.694
In this section, case study number 379 is simulated using all four proposed models and
the results from these simulations are used to define a specific failure criteria for each
individual model type.
Elastic models (“MODEL E” and “MODEL EI”) will have a failure criteria that is based
on the maximum vertical stress in the horizontal cross-section that passes through the
middle of the pillar. The Mohr-Coulomb models (“MODEL M” and “MODEL MI”)
will have a failure criteria that is based on failed zones in the horizontal cross-section
that passes through the middle of the pillar.
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4.1.1 Failure based on Vertical Stress
This proposed method to determine failure is a combination of numerical simulations and
empirical equation for pillars. Using the simulation result from FLAC3D, the vertical
stresses in the pillar core are calculated and used to find the stability factor using
the Mark-Bieniawski’s empirical equation. To calculate stability factor for proposed
“MODEL E” case study #379 is simulated using a fully elastic model without any
interfaces between coal pillar and the adjacent sandstone layers. After simulation, using
the vertical stress values in the middle of pillar Fig. 4.1 is be used to calculate stability
factor.
Figure 4.1: Case Number 379 Vertical Stress Result (psi) using Elastic model without
interface (Depth = 400ft)
According to the results the maximum vertical stress is −1.8834 × 105(psi). To define
a stability factor, the load bearing capacity has been calculated (Eq. 4.1) using the
Mark-Bieniawski’s equation (Eq. 2.13).
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LBC = 900[(0.64 + (0.54
30
6.5
)− (0.18× 30
2
6.5× 30
))] = 2071.38(psi) = 2.98× 105(psf) (4.1)
SF =
LBC
L
=
2.98× 105
1.8834× 105
= 1.582 (4.2)
Based on stability factor calculation for proposed “MODEL E”, any model with stability
factor equal or less than 1.582, will be considered unstable.
Using the same procedure for “MODEL EI” with vertical stress of −1.8607 × 105psi
(Fig. 4.2), the stability factor was calculated to be 1.601.
Figure 4.2: Case Number 379 Vertical Stress Result (psi) using Elastic model with
interface (Depth = 400ft)
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4.1.2 Failure Base on Number of Zone State
In “MODEL M” and “MODEL MI”, for the pillar zones, Mohr-Coulomb material model
was used. After simulation these zones have 2 possible states (1-Stable, 2-failed). The
second proposed method is to define failure based on the percentage of Mohr-Coulomb
failed zones in the pillar horizontal cross-section area. To failure criteria for proposed
“MODEL M” case study #379 is simulated using Mohr-Coulomb material model without
any interfaces between coal pillar and the adjacent sandstone layers. After simulation,
the number of failed zones and the total number of zones in the horizontal cross-section
Fig. 4.3 is used to percentage of failed zones in the pillar.
Figure 4.3: Failed Zones in Mohr-Coulomb model without interface (Depth = 400ft)
FailZones
AllZones
=
28
81
= 34.86% (4.3)
Based on failed zones calculation for proposed “MODEL M”, any model with failed zone
percentage equal or higher than 34.86%, will be considered unstable. Using the same
procedure for “MODEL MI” with 32 failed zones from total of 81 zones (Fig. 4.4), the
failed zone percentage was calculated to be 39.50%.
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Figure 4.4: Failed Zones in Mohr-Coulomb model with interface (Depth = 400ft)
4.2 Simulating All Case Studies
All 170 case studies have been simulated separately for four different models in FLAC3D.
All the FLAC3D analysis file for the case studies were generated automatically using the
genFLAC3D program. A sample FLAC3D analysis file is attacked in Appendix D and
the output for each individual simulated case study is included in Appendix E. Based
on the defined failure criteria in section 4.1, the results are summarized in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: FLAC3D v4.0 runtime rates using Intel i7 2.93 GHz
Material Interface Matching Rate Matching Rate
Model Layers Using Max Vertical Stress Using Zone State
MODEL E Elastic NO 66.47% N/A
MODEL EI Elastic YES 65.88% N/A
MODEL M Mohr-Col NO N/A 77.65%
MODEL MI Mohr-Col YES N/A 75.55%
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4.3 Discussion
All development pillars in the ARMPS database were simulated using four different
proposed models. The simulation time for models was approximately 24 hours for each
proposed model. Among these models, “MODEL M” had the best matching rate. Com-
paring to the ARPMS program, “MODEL M” successfully predicted the state of 7 more
pillars. Although 4% increase in the matching rate does not effect the pillar design
procedure significantly, but it demonstrates that defining a custom failure criteria for
numerical models are as reliable as current empirical methods when calibrated with a
large database.
4.4 Conclusion
Based on these results its recommended to used a Model with Mohr-Coulomb model
without interface layers to get more accurate results. Using this model in FLAC3D
the failure prediction matching rate is improved only by 4% comparing to the ARMPS
2010’s matching rate.
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Chapter5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
“The best thing about the future is that it comes
one day at a time. “
—Abraham Lincoln
5.1 Summary
Empirical methods is a statistical representation of real-world experience. Many prob-
lems in ground control use empirical methods because of the large number of case his-
tories that can be used to predict the ground reaction. Until relatively recently, all
pillar design methods used in the United States were empirical. The earliest, proposed
by Bunting (1911), was based on case histories supplemented by laboratory testing.
Since 1911, powerful design techniques have emerged from statistical analyses of large
databases of real-world pillar successes and failures. All the proposed empirical methods
for room and pillar design consisted of three steps:
1. Estimating the pillar load using tributary area theory;
2. Estimating the pillar strength using a pillar strength formula; and
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3. Calculating the pillar stability factor.
This includes the Analysis of Retreat Mining Pillar Stability (ARMPS) program which
is the most popular program for coal room and pillar mine design in the United States.
In each case in the ARMPS program, the pillar strength was estimated using Mark-
Beiniawski as a function of four variables, pillar width, length, height, and the coal
seam strength. For many years, this classic formulas performed reasonably well for
room-and-pillar mining under relatively shallow cover. However, after the Crandall
Canyon disaster in August 2007, estimating pillar load mechanics was improved using
the “Arch Factor” for deep mines. The key advantage of the ARMPS program and
any other empirical formula is that they are closely linked to reality and were easy to
use. The greatest disadvantages of empirical formulas are that they cannot be easily
extended beyond their original database, and they provide little direct insight into coal
pillar mechanics.
The objective of this research was to improve coal mine pillar design procedure by
introducing a standard guideline to use FLAC3D which is a more robust program, for
development coal pillar design. Also a computer code was developed for rapid generation
of FLAC3D analysis code. This code will make modeling in FLAC3D much faster and
easier for other researchers to create FLAC3D models of large databases and reduces
the model creation time for designers.
5.2 Conclusion
Design using numerical model appears as a promising, flexible, present-day means to
achieve safe, efficient mining operations. In this research it is demonstrated that with
the proposed FLAC3D “MODEL M” for design and analysis of development pillars,
is as reliable as ARMPS program and also will represent the ARMPS 2010 database
better than the ARMPS program itself. If using standardized numerical models such as
FLAC3D development pillar design in room and pillar mine is accepted by industry, due
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to its flexibility both studying and destining pillars with more parameters using gathered
information from mine site is much easier and should make a significant difference in
achieving safer mining operations.
5.3 Proposed Future Work
Based on the experience gained during this research, several conclusions were reached
concerning the present system. In general improving the current standard modeling
procedure can only be done by adding case studies with more input parameters to the
current database. This will help researchers to pillar behavior in much more detail. Also
the following improvements could be made :
• During this research only development phase of coal mining was studied. It is
possible to use the same procedure to create a standard model for retreat mining.
• It is possible to compare the FLAC3D standard models to LaModel program.
• The CMRR value is available in ARMPS 2010 database for most of the case studies
but not considered in this study. It could be possible to incorporate CMRR values
to improve overall results.
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AppendixA
Figures for Empirical Models
Equation’s that have been used to calculate load bearing capacity
Source Sp FOS
Bauschiger (1876) Scube(0.778 + 0.222
W
H )
Bunting (1911) Scube(0.70 + 0.30
W
H )
Holland and Gaddy (1956) 5580
√
W
H
Holland (1964) Scube
√
W
H
Salamon and Munro (1967) 7.176W
0.46
H0.66
Bieniawski (1968) Sc(0.64 + 0.36
W
H )
Mark-Bieniawski (1997) Sc[(0.64 + (0.54
W
H )− (
0.18W 2
HL ))]
Greenwald (1939) 695
√
W
H
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MATCH − TOTAL
Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Bunting equation when FoS is
between 0 and 5.
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BIENIAWSKI (1968)
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Calculated different matched and mismatch rates forBieniawski equation when FoS is
between 0 and 5.
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MARK−BIENIAWSKI (1999)
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MATCH − TOTAL
Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Mark-Bieniawski equation when
FoS is between 0 and 5.
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BAUSHINGER (1876)
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Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Baushinger equation when FoS is
between 0 and 5.
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GREENWALD (1939)
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Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Greenwald equation when FoS is
between 0 and 5.
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HOLLAND (1964)
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Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Holland equation when FoS is
between 0 and 5.
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HOLLAND AND GADDY (1956)
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MATCH − TOTAL
Calculated different matched and mismatch rates for Holland-Gaddy equation when
FoS is between 0 and 5.
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Actual success and failure case studies for development pillars in ARMPS 2010 database
(Total of 170 cases and 35 failed pillars)
Bunting success and failure for development pillars compared to ARMPS database (for
FoS = 1 , Matching rate = 84.11% )
Mark-Beiniawski success and failure results for development pillars compared to
ARMPS database (for FoS = 1.05 , Matching rate = 84.11%)
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Beiniawski success and failure results for development pillars compared to ARMPS
database (for FoS = 1 , Matching rate = 85.29%)
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Greenwald success and failure for development pillars compared to ARMPS database
(for FoS = 0.55 , Matching rate = 82.35% )
Holland success and failure results for development pillars compared to ARMPS
database (for FoS = 0.7 , Matching rate = 82.35%)
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Bauschiger success and failure results for development pillars compared to ARMPS
database (for FoS = 0.7 , Matching rate = 81.17%)
Holland and Gaddy success and failure for development pillars compared to ARMPS
database (for FoS = 1.95 , Matching rate = 86.47% )
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AppendixB
ARMPS 2010 Development Pillar Database
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
2 WV 8.0 300 20 30 60 0 2
3 UT 9.5 1920 20 57 120 1 1
4 UT 7.0 680 20 87 80 1 1
5 UT 7.0 850 20 87 80 1 1
6 UT 4.5 450 20 61 60 1 1
7 UT 4.5 800 20 80 90 1 1
8 UT 4.5 800 20 80 80 1 1
9 UT 4.5 375 20 80 80 1 1
10 UT 4.5 600 20 87 80 1 1
11 UT 4.5 850 20 87 80 1 1
14 WV 5.3 690 20 91 90 1 1
17 WV 5.3 538 20 100 70 1 1
21 VA 5.5 1700 20 80 80 1 1
41 UT 17.5 550 20 60 60 0 3
75 VA 13.0 1600 20 100 75 0 2
87 KY 6.0 1450 20 70 50 0 2
101 KY 5.5 1300 20 70 50 0 2
102 KY 6.0 883 20 80 60 1 1
103 KY 5.6 1080 20 80 60 1 1
104 KY 4.7 889 20 80 80 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
105 KY 4.8 1185 20 80 90 1 1
106 KY 5.4 1160 20 80 90 1 1
107 KY 5.9 1128 20 80 70 1 1
108 KY 4.8 1119 20 60 70 1 1
109 KY 4.8 1000 20 80 60 1 1
110 KY 3.6 735 20 80 80 1 1
111 KY 3.8 737 20 80 80 1 1
112 KY 4.4 961 20 80 80 1 1
113 KY 3.9 633 20 69 85 1 1
114 WV 10.0 240 20 60 30 0 3
116 WV 10.0 240 20 80 30 0 3
119 WV 10.0 280 20 40 60 0 3
120 WV 10.0 245 20 30 60 0 3
124 KY 6.5 769 20 85 70 1 1
125 KY 6.4 513 20 70 70 1 1
126 KY 6.3 290 20 69 70 1 1
127 KY 6.3 385 20 80 85 1 1
128 KY 6.5 769 20 80 90 1 1
129 KY 6.4 513 20 80 140 1 1
130 KY 8.9 613 20 83 110 1 1
142 KY 5.3 1000 20 90 91 1 1
154 KY 5.3 781 20 69 70 1 1
156 KY 4.8 604 20 83 80 1 1
166 KY 5.0 1792 20 80 75 1 1
167 KY 5.2 1390 20 80 70 1 1
168 WV 11.5 650 20 80 90 1 1
169 WV 12.9 575 20 91 90 1 1
170 WV 11.8 560 20 80 80 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
183 UT 10.0 1900 20 133 50 1 1
184 UT 10.0 1950 20 133 50 1 1
185 UT 10.0 1650 20 133 50 1 1
186 UT 10.0 1400 20 133 50 1 1
187 UT 10.0 1800 20 133 50 1 1
188 WV 11.0 225 20 40 40 0 3
204 WV 6.7 1094 20 80 110 1 1
206 WV 6.2 1100 20 91 80 1 1
207 WV 6.3 1100 20 100 100 1 1
208 WV 6.5 1069 20 80 100 1 1
225 KY 6.0 1050 19 70 55 0 2
262 VA 3.5 700 20 67 65 1 1
263 VA 3.5 550 20 75 100 1 1
264 VA 3.5 1000 20 67 65 1 1
265 VA 3.5 600 20 67 120 1 1
266 VA 3.5 800 20 67 65 1 1
277 WV 10.0 175 20 60 30 0 3
278 KY 5.3 1400 20 100 110 1 1
283 UT 6.5 1000 20 80 60 0 2
285 KY 5.8 1300 19 80 55 0 2
295 KY 7.3 620 20 61 70 1 1
296 KY 7.3 1430 20 80 80 1 1
297 KY 7.3 1419 20 80 100 1 1
298 KY 7.3 1606 20 80 100 1 1
307 VA 4.3 925 20 80 80 1 1
309 VA 4.3 800 20 80 80 1 1
310 VA 4.3 1030 20 80 80 1 1
311 VA 4.3 1030 20 80 80 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
314 VA 4.3 900 20 80 70 1 1
315 VA 4.3 1100 20 100 80 1 1
316 VA 4.3 1100 20 100 80 1 1
317 VA 4.3 925 20 80 80 1 1
318 VA 4.3 570 20 100 70 1 1
319 VA 4.3 972 20 83 70 1 1
320 VA 4.3 920 20 80 80 1 1
321 VA 4.3 780 20 80 80 1 1
322 VA 4.3 1000 20 67 80 1 1
324 VA 4.3 1000 20 100 80 1 1
325 VA 4.3 800 20 100 80 1 1
327 WV 6.0 1000 20 80 70 1 1
332 WV 6.3 1150 20 80 70 0 2
365 WV 6.6 930 20 74 80 1 1
366 WV 6.6 788 20 69 100 1 1
377 KY 12.0 1070 18 92 72 0 2
379 KY 6.5 400 20 50 50 0 2
380 WV 8.0 300 20 40 40 0 3
382 KY 5.5 1761 20 80 80 1 1
402 WV 8.0 425 20 60 30 0 2
406 WV 8.3 400 20 60 30 0 2
412 WV 6.8 250 20 60 30 0 2
435 WV 9.8 400 20 60 30 0 2
448 WV 9.5 275 20 60 30 0 3
450 WV 9.5 275 20 60 30 0 3
453 WV 5.3 720 20 69 70 1 1
457 KY 5.2 900 20 60 50 1 1
485 VA 5.0 1300 20 100 90 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
486 VA 5.0 1350 20 77 70 1 1
490 KY 7.5 800 20 70 60 0 2
492 OH 6.0 595 18 50 43.3 1 1
493 OH 6.0 520 18 50 43.3 0 2
494 OH 6.0 650 18 50 43.3 0 2
495 OH 6.0 537 18 50 43.3 1 1
496 OH 6.0 671 18 55 47.6 1 1
497 OH 6.0 529 18 50 43.3 1 1
498 OH 6.0 644 18 55 55 1 1
499 OH 6.0 520 18 50 43.3 1 1
500 OH 6.0 505 18 50 43.3 1 1
501 OH 6.0 503 18 50 43.3 1 1
502 OH 6.0 515 18 50 43.3 1 1
503 OH 6.0 588 18 70 60 1 1
504 OH 8.0 530 18 70 60 1 1
505 OH 6.0 600 18 70 60 1 1
532 PA 4.2 210 18 35 35 1 1
533 KY 4.3 900 20 60 50 1 1
534 KY 4.2 900 20 60 55 1 1
535 KY 4.3 775 20 50 50 1 1
536 KY 4.3 950 20 50 40 1 1
537 KY 5.2 900 20 50 50 1 1
538 KY 5.3 950 20 50 50 1 1
539 KY 4.5 900 20 60 55 1 1
540 KY 4.8 1050 20 60 60 1 1
541 KY 5.3 900 20 60 60 1 1
542 KY 4.8 975 20 60 50 1 1
543 KY 4.8 1000 20 50 50 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
567 CO 7.0 300 36.5 50 100 0 3
568 VA 4.8 650 20 69 60 1 1
569 VA 4.8 685 20 69 60 1 1
570 VA 4.8 765 20 83 60 1 1
571 VA 4.8 645 20 83 60 1 1
572 VA 4.8 400 20 83 60 1 1
573 PA 5.0 250 19 60 60 1 1
575 KY 4.5 500 20 80 80 1 1
576 KY 4.5 713 20 110 75 1 1
577 KY 4.5 713 20 83 110 1 1
600 CO 8.5 1550 20 80 70 0 4.5
602 WV 6.7 400 20 80 80 1 1
603 WV 5.4 375 20 80 60 1 1
605 WV 5.4 375 20 80 60 1 1
608 PA 7.0 853 17 97 87 1 1
611 UT 9.0 1000 20 50 100 1 1
635 KY 11.0 1300 20 95 95 0 2
636 KY 10.5 1600 20 115 100 0 2
655 KY 5.5 1100 19 80 50 1 1
656 KY 5.5 1200 19 60 60 1 1
663 WV 5.0 400 20 60 30 0 2
664 WV 4.5 375 20 60 30 0 2
665 WV 7.0 250 20 65 32.5 0 2
670 KY 13.0 800 20 70 70 0 2
678 VA 3.5 475 20 91 70 1 1
679 VA 3.5 500 20 91 70 1 1
680 VA 3.5 535 20 61 50 1 1
681 VA 3.5 520 20 91 50 1 1
Continued on next page
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* continued from previous page
Case LOC H (ft) D (ft) EW (ft) CS (ft) ECTR (ft) Success FT
682 VA 3.5 600 20 83 50 1 1
683 VA 3.5 525 20 83 50 1 1
689 WV 3.3 610 20 61 80 1 1
690 WV 3.3 720 20 61 80 1 1
691 WV 3.3 740 20 61 80 1 1
692 WV 3.3 480 20 61 80 1 1
693 WV 3.3 705 20 61 80 1 1
694 WV 3.3 730 20 61 80 1 1
695 WV 3.3 630 20 61 80 1 1
696 WV 3.3 470 20 61 80 1 1
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AppendixC
Calculating ARMPS 2010 Stability Factor (MATLAB Code)
%function matARMPS ()
%% Creating output file
%delete(’ARMPS_INPUT.dat ’)
%diary(’ARMPS_INPUT.dat ’)
%diary on
density = 162;
coalStrength = 900;
%% Import data from ARMPS DB
[~, ~, raw] = xlsread(’SMALL_ARMPS_DB.xls ’,’ARMPS 2010 Database ’);
raw = raw (2:end ,:);
% Replace non -numeric cells with 0.0
R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) || isnan(x),raw); % Find non -numeric cells
raw(R) = {0.0}; % Replace non -numeric cells
% Create output variable
inputfile = cell2mat(raw);
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars raw R;
clc
%% Depth Condition
% for all depths depthCondition = 0
% for deep cover depthCondition = 1
% for shallow cover depthCondition = 2
totalCase = size(inputfile ,1);
depthCondition = 0;
delRowCounter = 0;
if depthCondition == 1
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for i=1: totalCase
if inputfile(i,4) <750
delRowCounter = delRowCounter +1;
rowNumberToDelete(delRowCounter) = i;
end
end
else if depthCondition == 2
for i=1: totalCase
if inputfile(i,4) >=750
delRowCounter = delRowCounter +1;
rowNumberToDelete(delRowCounter) = i;
end
end
end
end
if delRowCounter ~= 0
inputfile(rowNumberToDelete ,:)=[];
end
clearvars totalCase i rowNumberToDelete depthCondition delRowCounter;
%% Define imported parameters
caseNumber = inputfile (: ,37);
entryHight = inputfile (:,3);
depthOfCover = inputfile (:,4);
entryWidth = inputfile (:,5);
crosscutSpacing = inputfile (:,6);
crosscutAngle = inputfile (:,7);
numberOfEntry = inputfile (:,8);
entrySpacing = inputfile (:,9);
loadingCondition= inputfile (: ,18);
frontGobExtent = inputfile (: ,19);
firstGobExtent = inputfile (: ,20);
secondGobExtent = inputfile (: ,21);
firstBarPillar = inputfile (: ,22);
secondBarPillar = inputfile (: ,23);
firstSlabCut = inputfile (: ,24);
secondSlabCut = inputfile (: ,25);
CMRR = inputfile (: ,26);
RSR = inputfile (: ,27);
caprockThickness= inputfile (: ,28);
seamStrngth = inputfile (: ,33);
HGI = inputfile (: ,34);
caseSuccess = inputfile (: ,35);
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numberofCases = size(inputfile ,1);
clearvars inputfile;
%% AMZ Calculation
amzWidth = (numberOfEntry -1) .* entrySpacing; %Must change for LC 2
amzBreath = 5*( sqrt(depthOfCover )); %checked with ARMPS
amzArea = amzWidth .* amzBreath; %checked with ARMPS
%checked with ARMPS
%% Pillar Calculations
%pWidth length of pillar between crosscuts
%pLength length of pillars between entries
%pArea
%xcutAngle crosscut angle in radiance
xcutAngle = crosscutAngle * pi /180;
pWidth = (crosscutSpacing -(entryWidth ./sin(xcutAngle ))).* sin(xcutAngle );
pLength = (entrySpacing - entryWidth ).*(1./ sin(xcutAngle ));
pArea = pWidth .* pLength; %checked with ARMPS
pAreaRow = pArea .* (numberOfEntry -1);
pAreaTotal = pAreaRow .* (amzBreath ./ crosscutSpacing ); %checked with ARMPS
%% Recovery Rate Calculation
panelWidth = amzWidth; %checked with ARMPS
recovery = (crosscutSpacing .* entrySpacing - pArea )...
./( crosscutSpacing .* entrySpacing ); %checked with ARMPS
%% Mark -Bieniawski Pillar Strength
%% Pressure Arch Factor
archFactor = 1 - (0.28* log(depthOfCover ./ amzWidth )); %checked with ARMPS
for i=1: size(archFactor ,1)
if archFactor(i) > 1
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archFactor(i) = 1;
end
end
%% Development Load
%checked with ARMPS calculation slide
%Development Load in AMZ area
dLoad = amzArea .* depthOfCover * density .* archFactor;
%% Pillar Strength Calculation
pMaxLength = max (pLength ,pWidth );
pMinLength = min (pLength ,pWidth );
pStrength = coalStrength *(0.64+(0.54*( pMinLength ./ entryHight)- ...
0.18*( pMinLength .* pMinLength ./( entryHight .* pMaxLength )))); %checked with ARMPS
% Single Pillar Load Bearing Capasity (lbs)
pLoadBearing = pStrength .* pArea * 144; %checked with ARMPS (ARMPS use tons)
% All Pillars in AMZ area Bearing Capasity
pLoadBearingTotal = pAreaTotal .* pStrength .*144;
%% Development SF
SF = pLoadBearingTotal ./ dLoad; %checked with ARMPS (ARMPS use tons)
%% R-Factor
%abutmentInfluenceZone = 9.3 * (entryHight ).^0.5;
%R = 1 -((( abutmentInfluenceZone - depthOfCover )./ depthOfCover ).^3);
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